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Friars Continue to Flex

Prove That There's More to Team Than Luck
Joseph Quirk ’23
Sports Staff

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Unbelievable. If there was any
one word that can be used to describe
the 2021-2022 Providence College
Men’s Basketball season it would be
“unbelievable.” It is hard to even think
that at this same time last year, some
people were questioning head coach
Ed Cooley's as head man of the Friars.
The disappointment stemmed from
the false expectations seeded a year
prior. After a dismal start to the 20192020 season, including non-conference
losses to Northwestern University, the
University of Pennsylvania, Long Beach
State University, College of Charleston,
and the University of Rhode Island, the
Friars won five straight games against
top-25 teams and looked to be making
a case as a borderline bubble team for
the NCAA tournament. Unfortunately,
the NCAA tournament, along with
the Big East tournament, was canceled
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. So,
focus and expectations shifted towards

the promising 2020-2021 season,
which would be played without fans
present at games. The Friars, however,
disappointed, turning in a 13-13 overall
record, a 9-10 Big East conference record
and an opening round loss in the Big
East tournament to DePaul University.
Players and coaches alike wondered
what the team would look like come the
start of the 2021-2022 season.
While Cooley remained as coach, the
team was dramatically different. Former
three-star big man Jimmy Nichols,
three-star guard Kris Monroe, threestar forward Jyare Davis, and four-star
forward Greg Gantt all transferred out
of the program. In came transfers Justin
Minaya ’22GS and Al Durham ’22GS.
Minaya has become a lethal weapon
on both ends of the court for the Friars,
capable of locking down players, while
also having the versatility to switch
into multiple positions on the defensive
end and hit catch-and-shoot threes
on offense. Durham has proven to be
an elite ball-handler, shot-maker, and
offensive distributor who has taken on a
leadership role with this group and has
been a go-to for the Friars in crunch time.
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Mask Policy Dropped
PC's Newest COVID-19 Update
by Colleen Dorrian ’25
News Staff

ON CAMPUS
As per the CDC, the omicron
variant of COVID-19 is a more highly
contagious but less severe disease
than previous mutations of the virus.
And when the students of Providence
College returned to campus for the
Spring 2022 semester on Jan. 18, this
COVID-19 variant was in full force.
In fact, prior to returning to campus,
the PC community received an email
from Father Kenneth Sicard, O.P.,
on Jan. 13, providing a number of
updates to the College’s plan for
maintaining in-person instruction
while containing the most contagious
variant of COVID-19 yet.
Within this email, Fr. Sicard
discussed the availability of testing for
all students, the need for the booster
shot among the PC community,
and, finally, the continuation of the

indoor mask mandate on campus.
The continuation of the indoor mask
mandate was reiterated in a message
from PC’s dean of students, Steven
Sears, wherein he recommended
that students return to campus with
both surgical and N95/KN95 masks
rather than provenly less effective
cloth masks.
PC students followed these
guidelines respectfully as they
enthusiastically
began
another
semester of in-person learning.
As WPRI-12's Shaun Towne and
Alexandra Leslie describe, the
omicron variant peaked in the state
of Rhode Island on Jan. 9, when the
measure of new cases per 100,000
people over a seven-day span was
recorded at 3,614. Only one month
later, on Feb. 9, this number, the
seven-day average for new cases,
had decreased almost 90 percent, to
368.
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Nate Watson '22 shows off his vertical leap in the Feb. 23 game
against Xavier University.
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What does Friar Dom do before
each home game? We don't know
either, but Kathryn Libertini '23
took a guess!

Mask, masks, and more masks. We
cannot escape them. Check out our
Opinion section to read some takes
on the Great Mask Debate.

Read about how fans rock the Dunk to
Taylor Swift's "You Belong With Me."
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Featured Friar: Catalina Betancur Velez ’23
Fostering Diverse Change Through On-campus Leadership Positions
by Addison Wakelin ‘22
News Co-Editor
CAMPUS

PHOTO COURTESY OF CATALINA BETANCUR VELEZ ‘23

Catalina Betancur Velez ’23, a political
science and global studies double major,
with a French minor, has already proven
to be a transformative presence within
the Providence College community.
Born in Medellín, Colombia, Betancur
moved to the United States with her
immediate family to Woodbridge, CT
when she was eight years old.
One of the factors for her decision to
attend PC was the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Scholarship, for which she was
selected. Being a first-generation student
at PC presents a dichotomic experience
that provides a more unique academic
perspective, while simultaneously
creating significantly more obstacles.
After attending the “Night in
Friartown” program for future MLK
Scholars, Betancur describes how
“being able to talk to current students,
they all expressed how much they had
grown in their identity through their
involvement. I [thought to myself] that I
would come here and tap into different
parts of my identity by growing and
expanding those parts of my identity. I

Betancur reflects on her leadership.

thought, ‘This is where I want to go.’”
Being such a major influence on the
understanding of her own identity,
Betancur’s academic experiences in high
school and college have only driven her
further to succeed. The cultivation of
her own identity has been influenced
by the various extracurriculars she is
involved in at PC.
Betancur is chair of Student

Congress’ Awareness, Education, and
Collaboration Committee. The AEC
Committee was formed as a response
to campus-wide concerns regarding
equity and diversity at the College.
The committee addresses the history
of student demands and the long-term
history of the struggle for diversity on
campus.
“There are issues here on campus that
we are all called to mitigate and resolve.
That position has given me a voice to
address these big problems through
small victories,” explains Betancur on
the importance of the establishment of
the committee.
PC has long struggled to provide
more inclusive spaces for those students,
faculty, and staff who comprise a
community of underrepresented groups
on campus, including BIPOC and other
marginalized groups.
Along with advocating for more
inclusive spaces through Student
Congress, Betancur is also a peer
minister for PC’s Peer Ministry, where
she has fostered authentic community
connections through her faith.
Having been born in Colombia,
Betancur has translated much of her
own Latina identity through her role

as vice president of the Organization of
Latin American Students. Groups like
OLAS provide the spaces necessary for
underrepresented groups on campus
to explore expressions of one’s own
visibility and awareness of their identity.
“OLAS has my heart. It is a beautiful
time that just reminds me of home a
little bit, “Betanucr describes.
Compounding Betancur’s various
extracurricular involvement with her
sheer academic drive, she has already
made a lasting impact on PC’s campus
through her drive to succeed.
Betancur explains, “I want to feel
represented, but I also want other people
to feel represented. In these leadership
positions, I want to be someone who is
approachable and understandable of
others’ situations.”
Being both a first-generation student
and a woman of color at PC, she hopes
to continue to make major strides
toward
fundamental
institutional
change by running for Student Congress
president next year. In advocating for
more inclusive spaces for all students
on campus, with such a large platform
to do so, Betancur hopes to continue her
legacy at PC through fostering campuswide initiatives to create a better
environment for students.

Russia Invades Ukraine
Putin Escalates International Tensions With U.S., Other NATO Allies

Protests have erupted across the world as Russia invades Ukraine.

by Sydney Olinger ‘23
News Staff
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

The devastating news of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine has taken over news stations around the
world over the past several days. On Feb. 24, Russia
led its initial attack on its neighboring country,
Ukraine, and the situation has only worsened since.
By air, land, and sea, Ukraine has been attacked by
Russia.		
Though President of Russia, Vladimir Putin,
denied he would ever invade Ukraine, he made the
executive and destructive decision to shatter their
peace deal and immediately send troops to begin the
invasion.
Airports and military headquarters were the first
to be attacked, and troops moving into Ukraine from
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Russia followed shortly after. Putin argued that
Russia could not feel safe, develop, or exist because
he believed Ukraine is a constant threat.
Putin has given little to no evidence for his
reasoning behind the attacks. Ukraine is a democracy
and has never led a genocide of any sort.		
Based on Putin’s argument, it is clear that he will
stop at nothing to overthrow their current democratic
governing body and gain complete control over
Ukraine. However, it is not completely clear what
his future plans are if he successfully takes over. The
Ukrainian government, residents, and the majority
of the world are in strong opposition to Russia’s
actions, and Putin continues to face harsh diplomatic
resistance from the U.S. and its NATO allies.
With increasing nuclear threats from Putin, the
U.S. and its allies have made efforts toward nuclear
deterrence and de-escalation from Russia. U.S.
President Joe Biden reaffirmed the U.S’ firm foreign

policy stance in the protection of Ukraine from
Russian aggression. In a recent call with the US’s
allies, the White House “recognized the bravery of
the Ukrainian people in the face of Russian aggression
and discussed their continued support to Ukraine,
including security, economic, and humanitarian
assistance.”
Despite the fact that the attacks are contained solely
between Russia and Ukraine, these are terrifying
times for the rest of the surrounding countries and
the world. This is the first time since World War II
that a major power has invaded a European neighbor.
What this means in the long-term for the people of
Russia, Ukraine, Europe, and any other countries that
may get involved, is still unknown.		
Politically and economically, there will
consequently be many issues; but in the present
moment, it could be argued that the most important
is the human cost of the ensuing conflict. Hundreds
of soldiers and civilians have already died due to
Putin’s attacks and bombings.
According to Ukraine’s health ministry, as of
Sunday, Feb. 27, “at least 352 civilians, including 14
children, have been killed since the Russian invasion
began.”
In an effort to help the citizens of Ukraine, NATO
has offered advisors, weapons, and field hospitals.
Currently, there are no plans to send combat troops.
Many countries are also offering a helping hand by
taking Russia down economically.		
The United States, Europe, and the United
Kingdom are limiting finances within many
connected institutions. Europe has already halted
Russian access to finance, technology, and defense by
targeting 351 Russian Military Police.
Although Ukraine has begun their military call
to reservists from age 18 to 60 years old, ultimately
it will most likely come down to the aid offered by
surrounding countries and the rest of the world.
This conflict is not something that is predicted to end
any time soon, but it is important that we have hope
for Ukraine and that this goes no further than an
unfortunate dispute between two countries.
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No Mask, No Problem

PC Drops Indoor Mask Mandate
COVID-19
Continued from front page
Additionally, on Feb. 9, governor McKee
and the Rhode Island Department of Health
announced their plans to lift the statewide
school mask mandate on Mar. 4, “allowing
decisions about masking to be made by local
school districts at that time.” On this same
date, governor McKee and the RIDOH also
announced the lifting of the Executive Order
on indoor masking that would go into effect on
Feb. 11.
Upon making these announcements, governor
McKee stated, “Based on our decreasing case
and hospitalization numbers, our team at the
Department of Health feels confident in our
plan to safely shift masking guidance for both
schools and public settings as we move into an
endemic management phase of the virus.”
Like the rest of the state of Rhode Island,
Friartown has made immense progress against
COVID-19’s winter surge. On Feb. 16, the
PC community received another email from
Fr. Sicard regarding COVID-19 protocols
on campus. Within this message, Fr. Sicard
announced the decision of the College to
institute a new mask optional policy inside
all campus buildings, with the exceptions of
classrooms wherein teachers have the individual
authority to require masks, and within medical

and clinical settings, wherein public health
guidelines continue to mandate mask-wearing.
Within his message, Fr. Sicard included two
statistics that were important to the College’s
decision to lift the indoor mask mandate: firstly,
“Ninety-seven percent of the people in our
community received the original course of an
authorized vaccine. Approximately 78 percent
of those eligible have received a booster shot,
and that number grows by the day.”
Fr. Sicard continued: “We continue to provide
ready access to free, high-quality testing, and
weekly testing will continue to be required of
unvaccinated persons. Testing of symptomatic
students will continue to be available in the
Student Health Center.” Additionally, Fr. Sicard
acknowledged the commitment of the College
to monitoring the prevalence of COVID-19
both among the campus community and within
the surrounding areas, promising to make
additional changes to guidelines in the case of
another surge or variant.
Finally, Fr. Sicard asked all members of the
Friar Family to respect one another ’s decisions
to wear or not wear masks following the
implementation of PC’s mask-optional policy.
In the two weeks since the implementation of
PC’s mask-optional policy, the smiling faces of
students and faculty have been visible much
more frequently. The PC community looks
forward to progressing further as the semester
continues, as, in the wise words of Dean Sears,
“Being a Friar isn’t a way of life: it is life. One
heart. One heartbeat. One community.”

by Isabella Chinea ‘25
News Staff
FEATURE

This article is part of The Cowl’s
ongoing series committed to Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion efforts at Providence
College.

Local Library Attacked by Neo-Nazis
PHOTO COURTESY OF RED INK PVD’S INSTAGRAM

The Red Ink Community Library in East Providence was attacked by neo-Nazis on Feb. 21.

by Emma Strempfer ‘24
News Staff
LOCAL NEWS
Feb. 21 is Red Books Day, the anniversary
marking the publication of the Communist
Manifesto. The Red Ink Community Library
in East Providence joined the international
celebration of 174 years since Marx and
Engels’ Manifesto of the Communist Party was
published.
As employees and community members
gathered to hear a reading of the Manifesto,
at around 6 p.m., the library was surrounded
by neo-Nazis masked to cover their identity,
waving swastika flags, chanting obscenities,
and harassing employees.
Neighbors, witnessing the incident, called
the police. When they arrived, the Nazi group
quickly dispersed and left the area.
Red Ink said in a statement on Twitter, “As
they outnumbered us at maybe 10:1, there was
little we could do other than tell them to go
home and try to stay safe indoors.” They are
quoted in the New York Times as well: “While
we didn’t ask for help from the police, it was
only the threat of state violence that ended this
disruption.” This deeply troubling incident,
for Red Ink, showcases the importance of the
Manifesto today, though they did not want it
to be “so stark, so ugly.”
Community members sprang into action.
On Wednesday, Feb. 23, over 100 people
came together in Billy Taylor Park to show
solidarity against fascism, neo-Nazism, and
intimidation. The event drew many community
leaders such as RI governor Daniel McKee,
Rev. Chris Abhulime, the pastor of The King’s

Tabernacle in Johnston, and Providence
mayoral candidates who spoke briefly but
emphasized that they had come to listen to
the community.
Jewish and Black anti-racist activists spoke
as well, but it was the words of those who
instigated the gathering, the locals, that
resounded most with the crowd.
J.R., one event organizer said, “I’ve never
seen anything like this happen…they are
comfortable enough to do something like that
and that’s bigger than an East Side problem,
that’s a national problem. Neo-Nazis are
the biggest gang in America.” He continued
that while he worries for his community, he
also worries for his daughter and her safety,
a sentiment that was particularly poignant
as children played in the park near the
gathering.
What is most important for these community
local leaders is that no one feel alone. After
seeing the incident take place, their first
thought was, “Let’s go to the park and show
that we stand together and that no one stands
alone.” One community leader emphasized
the importance of coming together in love: “I
am willing to reach my hand out and shake
the hand of my brother and my sister, so we
come tougher and we stand strong in the face
of hate.”
The community gathering in Billy Taylor
Park was driven by the concern of the East
Side neighborhood. Instead of sheltering in
fear, the people of the East Side of Providence
came together and held a conversation. It
is this solidarity that they hope will be the
greatest bulwark against acts of hate.

In 2015, a set of student demands were
released to then President of Providence
College, Father Brian J. Shanley, O.P.
In it, there were requests outlining the
creation of a more racially diverse and
inclusive community.
The demands consisted of: “Inclusive
Curriculum, a Vice President for Inclusion
and Diversity, a Title VI Coordinator,
the establishment of a Center for the
Study of the Black Diaspora, and the
establishment of a new Multicultural
Center in Moore Hall.”
One of the most notable of the demands
was Article V: the establishment of a
new Multicultural Center in Moore Hall.
This became one of the more successful
sections of the outlined demands,
as Providence College renovated the
Center and reopened it in 2017. Since
its reopening, the Center continues to
hold events on par with PC’s efforts
toward increased diversity, equity, and
inclusion.
One of the earlier events held
this
academic
year
in
Moore
Hall was a screening of the film
“#PCBreakTheSilence,”
created
in
remembrance of the 2015 student
demands, presented by the Black Studies
Program. The event was a powerful
reminder to all those in attendance that
Providence College has yet to fully meet
these demands and never will unless
we, as students, remain relentless in our
pursuit of these goals.
In November 2021, Student Congress’
Awareness, Education, and Collaboration
committee held an “Amplifying Voices”
event in celebration of the talents of
underrepresented
student
groups,
organizations, and individuals. The
Center at Moore Hall was the perfect
location for the event, as marginalized
students were given the platform and
opportunity to display their many talents
and cultures that are often overlooked
on campus.
This building has become a safe space
for marginalized students in a school
that has not always cultivated the spaces
necessary for underrepresented groups
to feel the inclusivity and appreciation
necessary in the on-campus community.
It becomes difficult to identify the
importance of a space such as Moore Hall
when one lacks the experience of having
felt excluded in a certain environment
due to race, gender, sexuality, religion,
etc. For those students that have felt
unwelcome in certain buildings or areas
—an issue that continues to persist—
consider visiting The Center at Moore
Hall if you have not done so already.
The director of the Center, Sokeo Ros,
puts the student experience into simple
terms: “The center is a place where
you can come and feel like you won’t
be excluded, it’s an inclusive place.”
Moore Hall is a fundamental aspect of
the College’s campus and continues to
be a major initiative in efforts toward
providing more inclusive and valuable
spaces on-campus for students of color
and other marginalized communities.
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Richardson Again Wronged By the Olympics
Policies in Olympic Committee Need to Change
by Ashley Seldon ’24
Opinion Staff

SOCIETY
When Sha’Carri Richardson was first
banned from performing at the Olympics
last summer, people called the decision
racist. The verdict was made after a
series of news headlines reported that
Namibian teenagers were not allowed to
perform in the 400-meter race because of
their high testosterone levels, which are
genetic. Athletes were also banned from
wearing Black Lives Matter clothing
at the Tokyo Olympic Games. Serena
Williams, Naomi Osaka, and Simone
Biles exited from their competitions
due to mental health hiatuses. These
events raised the question of whether
or not Black women were welcome at
the 2021 Olympics. During the summer
of 2021, Sha’Carri Richardson was not
allowed to perform at the Olympics
because of a positive marijuana test.
At 19 years old, she ran the 100-meter
dash in 10.86 seconds, landing a spot on
Team U.S.A. Less than a week later, they
revoked her position, and Richardson
apologized to her fans, explaining that
she smoked marijuana to cope with
learning of her mother’s death a week
before her trial race—from a reporter
at that. It is also important to note that
marijuana is legal in Oregon, where
her race occurred. Michael Lyons, an
attorney for college sports, commented
at the time, “I’ll be the first to say, I don’t
see how a sprinter will be advantaged
by marijuana use…the uniformity of
these rules and its application across
all athletes internationally is the bigger
issue.” Lyons points out that Richardson,

having taken marijuana which tends to
slow a human down, makes her trial
race time all the more impressive. He
also speaks to the oppressive nature
of anti-marijuana rules in the drug
testing of athletes—an essentially
harmless, if not excessively used,
substance that is being flagged as illegal.
Richardson has again made headlines
during the 2022 Winter Olympics
because a Russian ice skater, Kamila
Valieva, tested positive for taking a drug
that helps boost her stamina. Despite
this, the Olympic Committee allowed
her to compete because she is only 15
years old. AP News reported,“A panel of
judges ruled that the 15-year-old Valieva,
the favorite for the women’s individual
gold, does not need to be provisionally
suspended.” Under Olympic rules,
Valieva being a minor makes her a
“protected person,” giving her legal
exemptions. However, they chose not
to hold a medal ceremony for all ice
skating if she placed, punishing the other
winners like American ice-skater Nathan
Chen. Most Olympic athletes can only
dream of being honored in such a way,
and Valieva’s failed drug test stole that
special moment. Shockingly, the panel
allowed her to continue to perform, with
the director, Matthieu Reeb, determining
that it would cause her more harm than
good to prevent her from doing so.
The only differences in the decisions
made to ban Richardson and Valieva
are age, skin color, nationality, and the
nature of their illegal substance. The
fact that Valieva tested positive for a
performance-enhancer while Richardson
used marijuana, something that does
nothing to help someone’s ability to
run fast, makes the decision unfair. Yes,

Valieva is a very young teenage girl, but
Richardson being only 19 years old at
the time and dealing with her mother’s
death, should have been seen as a case
that deserved some mercy. It makes
one wonder if it was Richardson’s bold
personality, long acrylic nails, and dark
complexion which made her seem less
innocent than pale-skinned Valieva. It’s
easy to see that the Olympic Committee’s
decision is unfair and inconsistent. It
shows that instead of having broad, strict
rules, it deals with drug investigations on
a case-by-case basis and takes personal
matters into account. Athletes are
humans, too, and Black athletes deserve
to perform on the world’s biggest stage

in sports without being subject to unfair
treatment. Richardson called out this
double standard on her Twitter, saying,
“Can we get a solid answer on the
difference of her situation and mines?
My mother died and I can’t run and was
also favored to place top three. The only
difference is I’m a black young lady.”
Richardson was undoubtedly robbed
of her moment to run at the Olympics
and earn a medal. It definitely feels like
a slap in the face that the committee
extended an exception to Valieva,
but was adamantly against allowing
Richardson to run. There is a consistent
pattern of racism shown at the Olympic
Games, and policies need to change.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NBC NEWS,

Sha’Carri Richardson, a runner for the United States, was not allowed to compete in the Summer
Olympics in 2021, but a figure skater for the Russian Olympic Committee was allowed to continue.

Taking A Step Forward

Why the Trump Era Needs to End
by Christina Charie ’25
Opinion Staff

POLITICS
The distinction between Democrats and
Republicans is not the most important political matter
in the United States. Instead we should focus on the
fact that one individual is simply not fit for a public
office. As voters, one must recognize when a new face
is needed. Even if it makes us uncomfortable, change
is essential in the modern political era. Without
a doubt, the Trump era needs to swiftly end. Both
parties need to bring fresh faces into the spotlight.
Prominent, respected governors are a perfect example.
After voting for former President Donald Trump’s
acquittal in the Senate trial, Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell blamed the former president for the
events on Jan. 6, 2021. This declaration is less impactful
since it came over a year after the actual event. Trump
continues to effectively fight the criticism from many
of his political peers. He holds rallies as if he is on the
campaign trail. Trump supporters choose to believe
the former president instead of GOP leaders such as
Senator McConnell in certain situations due to their
blind faith in his abilities. Without a more powerful
condemnation, the former president certainly
thinks he can run in 2024. If Trump genuinely
cares about the country, he needs to take a step
back from politics. Naturally, he does the opposite.
Trump is also the subject of several criminal
investigations. Most crimes involve the Trump

organization, including both criminal and civil
cases. Notably, two prosecutors have resigned
from the Manhattan criminal case. With
multiple cases being constructed, the former
President is in no position to hold public office.
Trump stunned Americans again when he clearly
broke from most GOP leaders, praising Russian
President Vladmir Putin as “pretty smart.”
With Putin under scrutiny from the international
community, the comment is simply appalling.
Putin’s actions should not be admired by any former,
current, or potential American president. Historically,
the former president’s comments are certainly
not Republican by any stretch of the imagination.
Given the horrors Ukrainians are facing as the
result of imperial aspirations, the former president’s
comments should concern every American.
While Trump did change his tune by praying
for Ukrainians, he simply used it as a platform
to discuss the peace which occurred during his
administration. No one can deny this fact, but
the former president did avoid addressing many
issues. One cannot discount that Trump’s foreign
policy contributes to Putin’s brazen actions.
Clearly, former President Trump ignites tensions
between Americans when he emerges into the
limelight. His children are no exception. If the
former president does not choose to run in 2024,
it should not be to clear the campaign trail for one
of his children. The Trumps are linked because of
how the president managed his White House. If
Trump’s children were less involved in White House
affairs, the situation would be drastically different.

Sometimes, one must look beyond party
affiliation. The time has come to look towards the
future of the GOP, the future of the presidency, and
the future of the nation. President Trump is not the
answer to the division within America. He is the
principal cause. The events after the 2020 election
should have awakened the Republicans’ passion
for public service. Many party leaders missed a key
opportunity to shift messaging away from Trump
and become potential 2024 primary candidates.
Instead, many of them still stand in Trump’s shadow.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BOSTON GLOBE

Mitch McConnell and other lifelong Republicans are now
questioning the role of former president Donald Trump.
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Is Gin a Sin?
Understanding Binge Drinking at a Catholic College
by Nicole Patano ’22
Editor-in-Chief

CAMPUS
Golf party. Every student at Providence College knows
about it. For many of us, it may be our first memory of
the College, often purposely occurring on Accepted
Students’ Day. According to The Cowl and members
of the PC and surrounding communities, Golf Party is
one of the most controversial events at PC. While some
argue that the event offers a sense of community for
students of all class years, others find the day of drinking
to be not only a nuisance, but a dangerous event.
A 2015 Providence Journal article reported, “Three
years ago they had 3,000 to 5,000 students and took over
Eaton Street and Oakland Avenue to where they were
completely impassable…” Also in 2015, The Cowl reported
that 10 houses were cited and 21 arrests were made at
Golf Party, which occurred during the first weekend of
the academic year. Thirteen of the 2,000 students who
attended the Golf Party the previous year were arrested.
While Golf Party happens only twice a year, a typical
year at the College is filled with any number of parties,
“darties,” “snarties,” formals, pre-games, and trips to bars
or nightclubs. Sometimes, it feels like students will find any
reason to drink together. The suggestion of an Americathemed darty in honor of the 20th anniversary of 9/11
in the off-campus senior GroupMe is just one example.
Obviously not every idea for a party comes from
a horrible place such as that one. In fact, PC students
have had many causes for which to throw parties as
celebration—our men’s basketball team winning the
Big East regular season championship for the first
time in school history, the mask mandate being lifted
and a return to normal life (however premature or
unsustainable), and a snow day with advanced notice.
But when the first reaction students have to any event
is to get drunk, sometimes to the point of not even
remembering what they were celebrating in the first
place, that can be problematic. While binge drinking and
drinking culture are issues on all college campuses (even
those which claim to be “dry”), the problems are especially
apparent and concerning at Catholic institutions.
One of the four Christian virtues, memorialized
outside of the Ruane Center for the Humanities, is
temperance. While temperance can apply in several
aspects of life, it is often discussed in relation to alcohol
consumption. The temperance movement, though
prominent in the United States in the 1920s, originated
a century earlier. Early temperance societies of the 1800s,

which were often associated with churches, advocated
for moderate drinking as intoxication and drunkenness
often resulted in the disintegration of the family.
While the most hardline proponents of temperance
call for complete abstinence from alcohol, the Catholic
Church does not consider drinking alcohol sinful or
morally impermissible. In fact, alcohol consumption in
itself is capable of being ordered towards God. If one
looks at the Wedding Feast of Cana as described in the
Gospel of John, according to this story, Jesus’ first miracle
was turning water into wine so that it could be enjoyed
by the wedding party after their wine supply ran out.
It is not the consumption of alcohol that is the
problem, rather it is the overconsumption of alcohol.
The Catechism of the Catholic Church tells us “the
virtue of temperance disposes us to avoid every
kind of excess: the abuse of food, alcohol, tobacco,
or medicine.” Similarly, St. Paul instructs us “do not
get drunk with wine, for that is debauchery; but be
filled with the spirit” (Ephesians 5:18). God created
alcohol for joyful celebration, but it can easily be
abused, especially on a college campus that sees a
significant portion of each freshman class entering
college with some experience with binge drinking.
For many students that attend PC, this article is
irrelevant. There are those who are Catholic and
who do not drink. Then, there are those who are not
Catholic. However, it is clear that the College attracts
a certain population of students. Either students are
drawn to PC’s strong Catholic identity or its student
body’s equally-as-strong livers. In some cases, students
can live the best of both worlds: starting Sunday
with a hangover and ending it with 10 p.m. Mass.
Even if this issue does not seem to affect you, or it
is not something you care about, a culture of binge
drinking negatively impacts all members of the
campus community. Fr. Edward McIlmail, LC, a
former professor of theology and scripture at Mater
Ecclesiae College in Greenville, RI, explains that
widespread binge drinking, specifically underage
drinking, “lowers the moral climate of a campus is an
understatement.” Drunkenness can result in such issues
as alcoholism, unplanned pregnancy, sexual assualt,
abortion, drug use, driving under the influence, etc.
A campus drinking culture will have deleterious
effects on the ability of the College to live out its
mission. Horace Mann, a 19th-century advocate of
public education, explains, “If temperance prevails,
then education can prevail; if temperance fails,
then education must fail.” The actions of students
at night and on weekends have a direct correlation
to the success of the College. Broken glass bottles,

beer cans, and students too drunk to form coherent
sentences make the campus look less appealing to
families touring on a weekend who are looking for a
nice Catholic institution. Students skipping classes
to pre-game a basketball game and then skipping
classes the next day because they are too hungover
will negatively impact the classroom environment, for
the student as well as the other members of the class.
While the College cannot avoid students drinking—
made apparent by the failures of certain late-night
programming events and “Golf-Partee,” which were
created to provide students options besides going
to Eaton Street—it can take better care of ensuring
students drink in moderation and can provide safe
resources for students who are drunk and become a
danger to themselves or others. If PC administration
knows that students entering the College have already
participated in binge drinking (which they do), they
have a moral obligation to make it more difficult
for students to drink in excess. Easy fixes include
enforcing the laws surrounding underage drinking on
and off campus, as well as emphasizing that excessive
drinking is not and should not be the norm at PC.
An even easier step to take is ensuring that there
is enough water at school events where alcohol
is being served. Jesus can turn water into wine,
but we have not seen him do the opposite, and
we should not wait around for another miracle as
students fall down, get trampled, or get transported.

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLEGE BLOWOUTS ON TWITTER

Providence College students will gather in the Eaton
Street neighborhood to party during warmer months.

Letter to the Editor
To the editors:
On Feb. 16, in an email from Father
Sicard, O.P, Providence College
administration announced a revision
to the campus mask mandate.
According to the new policy, the
wearing of masks is no longer required
inside campus buildings. There are
two exceptions: medical and clinical
settings (read: Student Health Center),
where masks are still required, and
the prerogative of individual faculty,
who may still require the wearing of
masks in the classroom. According
to a recent email from Provost Reid,
the provision for faculty was made
in keeping with academic freedom,
which “provides individual faculty
members broad latitude to run
their classrooms as they see fit.”
The revised policy is nonsensical,
especially in light of the college’s claim
that “the overall health and safety of
everyone in our community will be
paramount” in all COVID-19-related
decisions. And the justification by
reference to academic freedom is
a red herring: there are plenty of
restrictions on how professors may
run their classrooms, most of which
concern the health and well-being of
students. But these criticisms are not
the focus of my letter. Instead I want

to draw attention to the way in which
the revised policy is inconsistent
with, if not directly contrary to,
Catholic teaching on the sanctity of
life, particularly as that teaching is
expounded with respect to abortion.
A ccording to the Second Vatican
Council’s Pastoral Constitution on
the Church in the Modern World,
“life must be protected with the
utmost care from the moment
of conception” (no. 51), and the
Catechism of the Catholic Church
proclaims that “human life must be
respected and protected absolutely
from the moment of conception” (no.
2270); hence, the Catholic Church’s
affirmation of “the moral evil of
every procured abortion” (no. 2271).
According to the Church’s view, and
in light of its commitment to the
sanctity of human life, no competing
claim—however strong—trumps a
person’s right to life. One wonders,
then, how the revised mask mandate
squares with these principles
so central to Catholic teaching.
T here is no doubt that the infection
rates in Rhode Island are down in a
serious way, and almost all members
of our community received the
initial vaccination, with 78 percent
of those people subsequently
getting boosted. But the virus is not

eliminated. The Omicron variant
remains highly contagious. And,
most importantly, there remain
people in our community who
are immunocompromised, both
on campus and in the homes and
families of members of our campus
community. Not requiring masks
indoors puts these people at great risk
of illness and death. The wearing of
masks for most of us was at worst a
mild inconvenience. COVID-19 kills
people. High quality masks hugely
diminish its spread. But it seems
our autonomy and convenience
take precedent over the lives of the
most vulnerable in our community.
Please note that I am neither
criticizing nor defending the
Catholic Church’s teaching on
abortion. I am merely pointing out
the inconsistency, if not outright
contradiction, in what the Catholic
Church demands of us with respect
to the persons who are fetuses and
what the College administration
permits with respect to endangering
the health and lives of those persons
who are immunocompromised. It is
worth noting that a similar charge
of inconsistency with respect to
requiring masks cannot be laid at the
feet of those who argue in defense
of legalized abortion, since their

arguments deny that fetuses are persons.
I confess that the change in mask
policy did not surprise me. The most
ardent critics of the mask policy and of
the vaccine mandate are found among
the traditionalist Catholics on campus
(in this connection I highly recommend
Grace Maffucci’s opinion piece in the
Feb. 10 issue of The Cowl, in which she
reports that some members of Campus
Ministry refused to comply with the
previous mask policy; it is worth
noting that there is no evidence their
Administrative supervisors forced
them to comply or disciplined them for
their violation). I think the members of
the College community would do well
to remember these inconsistencies the
next time someone in the Province or
the Administration invokes the Catholic
mission and identity of the College
to justify some decision or policy.
Sincerely,
Christopher Arroyo, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
Received on Feb. 18. by The Cowl
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OPINION

February 17, 2022

by Nicole Patano ’22
Editor-In-Chief
Spring break is next week, which
means
that
Providence
College
students will be driving home, hopping
on flights to warmer climates, or
following the men’s basketball team
to the Big East and March Madness
tournaments. This is our first extended
break since the winter and our first
since mask restrictions were lifted at the
College and nationally. Thus, for many

of us, it may feel like this upcoming
week will be the first time we are able
to experience post-COVID normalcy,
our first breath of fresh air, if you will.
While we should jump at the
opportunity to take the trips and do
the things we have not been able to
do for the past two years, we should
approach these opportunities with
caution. COVID-19 is still present,
and cases are higher in several of the
popular tourist destinations frequented
by spring-breakers. While the situation
is arguably better now than it was
spring break 2020, when the honors
trip to Paris was canceled, I can still
not imagine myself getting on an
airplane to Paris in a few day’s time.
As much as I like the idea of taking
my grandmother to Paris over spring
break, I worry not only about the
threat of COVID-19, but also about the
rising tensions and escalating violence
in Ukraine. For me, personally, it is
not the time to go on vacation (as
much as I, and we all, need the break).
For those of us, however, who want
to make up for lost time and create
memories that you have been unable to in
the past couple of years, enjoy your time
away, but do so with an understanding
that our spring break is not a break
from the very real-life situations in
which we currently find ourselves.

No matter how removed Miami or
the Bahamas feel from our day-today life, your trips will inevitably be
impacted by the pandemic and the war.
To ensure that all members of our
campus community and the broader
global community remain safe, do not
remove yourself fully from reality.
While not everyone may question
the reason their flight tickets were so
cheap or the price of gas so high, it
is good to remain somewhat aware
of what is going on in the world.
It is paradoxical really: usually we
are instructed to turn off and enjoy
the moment for what it is when we
have the opportunity. But in such a
state of upheaval and confusion as
our present situation, it might do us
some good to remain plugged into
what is going on at home and abroad.
Regardless of what you choose to
do for spring break, be sure to stay
safe, however that will look for you.
If you are going away with friends
or roommates, stay together and
have each others’ backs. The Friar
Family extends beyond this campus
and even beyond this country.
If you do not have anything planned
for spring break, keep your mental
health safe by disconnecting from your
phone. After all, we could all use a
break from Sakai every once in a while.

& TIRADES
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Dining Hall Workers Should
Not Have to Wear Masks

Why PC Should Take on
Renewable Energy

Masks have been a never-ending
stress over the last two years. Ever
since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, colleges nationwide have
had to implement strict mask policies
in order to keep case numbers down.
However, as the crisis begins to
recede, so are the mask policies.
Providence College recently joined
the trend of pulling back mask
mandates, yet dining hall workers
are still required to wear masks.
Students walking into Ray without
masks on to get their meals while
servers airways continued to be
constrained is disgraceful for our
institution. That is not to say the
students are to blame. If masks are
no longer required inside for the
students at Providence, then there
is not an argument in existence that
can justify workers being forced
to wear them. While some people
are still being cautious and want
to wear masks, it should not be
forced upon the people working for
those who are granted that choice.
Dining hall employees work too
hard and put up with too much to
be disrespected in such a manner.
With PC lifting mask mandates,
someone at Sodexo needs to
take action and help the dining
hall staff. At this point, to have
them continue to wear masks is
lacking both logic and decency.

Through our global reliance on fossil
fuels as our primary energy source, we have
significantly altered the planet’s climate,
contributing to environmental issues
including global warming, sea level rise, and
air pollution. New reports are constantly
released about the potentially irreversible
changes that could affect our planet within
the coming decades. We have been hearing
for years about how we must take actions to
prevent our planet from warming another
1.5 degrees Celsius, and the United Nations
continues to release annual reports detailing
the existential threat climate change poses.
Despite the efforts of scientists around the
world, these warnings continue to be ignored.
Just last year, the UN reported that we
will only be able to prevent our planet from
warming an additional 1.5 degrees Celsius if
immediate and significant climate action is
taken. The Secretary General of the United
Nations bluntly warned that this is “a code
red for humanity.” More recently, however,
our situation has become much more dire, as
on Feb. 15, scientists released a report stating
that sea level rise will inevitably increase
by one foot by 2050. The scientists add that
starting now to minimize emissions would
be ineffective in reversing this process. This
projection is a startling wake-up call, and it
is a sign that we have delayed taking climate
action for too long. If we continue to ignore
the consequences of our anthropogenic
activities, especially in terms of our fossil
fuel use, it is undeniable that we will begin
to see these devastating and irreversible
changes to our planet that scientists have
— Zach Rossi ’23 predicted. In an effort to minimize the
College’s environmental impact in this
area, PC should begin the process of
transitioning to 100-percent renewable
energy by 2030. As Greta Thunberg said at
the 2019 Extinction Rebellion, “Humanity
is now standing at a crossroads. We must
now decide which path we want to take.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY
— Kaelin Ferland ’23

Is It Weird to Keep My
Mask on?

When the email from Providence
College’s Continuity Task Force
first came out on Feb. 16, students
were
probably
quite
shocked.
Some students would probably be
immediately throwing out all of
their masks and never looking back.
But what about those few students
who still wanted to wear masks
during class? Would they be judged?
It was possible that those students
who did choose to wear their masks
during class would be given a second
glance for their choice. But what is the
difference between wearing a mask
and not wearing a mask? Diligence?
Over-exaggeration of fear? No one
could answer this, but one thing
we did know was the mandate on
mask-wearing was coming to an
end, and we had to make a choice.
For most, it is a matter of
continuing to carry a mask to campus,
but choosing when and where to
wear it. Of course, there are still
a few classes and professors that
require the usage of masks, but for
the spaces that are optional, it will
be an independent decision. But is it
really an independent choice when
I am the only one in Ruane wearing
a mask and getting judgmental
looks? Why should it matter if a
person continues to do something
that makes them comfortable?
The pandemic has taught us that there
are no right or wrong answers about
how to deal with the ever-changing
rules. At the start of the pandemic,
we did not know if we should or
should not have worn masks. Now
is no different. You make the choice.
— Erin Garvey ’22
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Popcorn-Worthy Puzzles

Name:

Complete the crossword puzzle below
1
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17

18

Last Week’s Answers
Across
5. Fonts
6. Ryan Gomes
8. Kris Dunn
12. Sweet Sixteen
13. Billy Donovan
15. DePaul
17. Kay McDonald
18. John Thompson

19

20

21

22

Across
2. It took Paul Shrader only two weeks to
write this famous Robert De Niro movie
Down
5. The movie that was Quentin Tarantino’ s
1. Butler
first feature as a writer/director
2. Big East
7. The most featured Hollywood actor of all
3. Indiana
time
4. Jim Crowley
8. Steven Spielberg won his first Oscar for
7. God Shamgod
this movie
9. Doris Burke
11. The nick-name of the animatronic shark in
10. Janai Crooms
Jaws
11. Lenny Wilkins
16. The actor who played the Green Goblin in
14. Final Four
the 2002 Spider-Man
16. Ed Cooley
17. The voice of Alex the Lion in Madagascar
19. The writer of the screen play Rocky
Riddler’s Rotunda
Why are basketball players so messy when 20. The first-ever movie to use CGI
21. The first-ever PG-13 rated movie
they eat?
22. In the Matrix Neo takes this colored pill
- They dribble
Why did the basketball player go to jail?
- He shot the ball
What do you call a pig who plays
basketball?
- Ball hog)
Why do basketball players love cookies so
much?
-They can dunk them
Why aren’t basketball players allowed on
vacation?
-They’d get caught traveling

Created using the Crossword Maker on TheTeachersCorner.net

Down
1. After this film’s release, pet rat sales increased
by fifty percent
3. The fictional brand of cigarettes in Quentin
Tarantino’s movies
4. This Alfred Hitchcock thriller is notorious for its
famous shower scene
6. The only international movie that has received
a best picture Oscar
9. The number of suns on Luke Skywalker’s home
planet of Tatooine in Star Wars
10. The person with the most Academy Awards in
history
12. The highest-grossing movie of all time
13. The 2015 Jake Gyllenhaal movie that features
the song ‘Crazy on You’ by Heart
14. The head of this animal is depicted in a famous
scene in The Godfather
15. The actor who played the Joker in The Dark
Knight

The Riddler’s Rotunda
Who would be the best director for volleyball movies?
Where do mermaids watch movies?
Why couldn’t the child go to the pirate movie?
What are chefs always trying to win?
Created with the combined brain power of The Puzzler ’23, The Riddler ’23, and the Brain Blaster ’23.

Photography
RIGHT: A.J. Reeves ’22 cuts the net after Providence
College men’s basketball clinches the Big East regular
season title on Saturday, Feb. 26. The Friars defeated
the Creighton Bluejays, 72-51, at the Dunkin’ Donuts
Center.
BOTTOM LEFT: Lindsay Bochna ’24 is seen on the
ice playing against College of the Holy Cross on
Wednesday, Feb. 23. PC defeated the Crusaders 3-1 at
Schneider Arena in the opening round of the Hockey
East Tournament.
BOTTOM RIGHT: As part of Then, Now, Next: 50
Years of Women at Providence College, the PC Pre-Law
Society and Pi Sigma Alpha hosted the “50 Years of
Women: Women in Law Panel” on Wednesday, March
2. Panelists Melissa DuBose ’90, Katelyn Revens ’10,
Angela Carr ’01, and Jennifer Durand ’96 gave insight
into their legal practice experiences to students in ’64
Hall.
BELOW: PC students support the men’s basketball
team at the triple overtime game against Xavier
University on Wednesday, Feb. 23.
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What’s your favorite study break activity
on campus?

“Hanging out in McPhail’s.”
Jess Sullivan ’24 and Caroline Hoffer ’22

“Cleaning.”
Griffin May ’24

“Playing baseball.”
Jason Sgroi ’24

“Driving to get coffee.”
Haley Gallandt ’22

“Running 20 miles.”
Salmma Elkhamisy ’22

“FIFA with the boys.”
Kyle Meyer ’23

“Being Big East Men’s Basketball
Regular Season Champions.”
- PC Men’s Basketball Team

PHOTO COURTESY of TESSA McANDREWS ’23

Photos by The Cowl Staff Photographers
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“You Belong with Me” (Friars’ Version) Becomes PC’s Theme Song
has a house in Watch Hill in Westerly, RI, which
is only 45 miles from PC’s campus, so she already
has an Ocean State connection. Notably, a billboard
on Route 95 North and South directly invited
her to last Saturday’s game against Creighton:
“@taylorswift13 Dunk, Saturday...You in?”
PC’s Men’s Basketball team is set to make the
NCAA Tournament for the first time since 2018.
Some people—ahem, Ken Pomeroy—may call it
luck, but all Friar fans know that it is their heart and
passion, combined with the team’s skill, that has led
Friartown to a season of their “Wildest Dreams.”

by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff
FRIAR SPIRIT (TAYLOR’S VERSION)
How did “You Belong with Me (Taylor ’s
Version)” become the anthem of Providence College?
PC’s Men’s Basketball Team is currently 24-4 and
became Big East Regular Season Champions for
the first time in program history. At the forefront
of the Friars’ magical season are Al Durham
’22GS, Nate Watson ’21,’22GS, and Jared Bynum
’23—who are each contenders to make the AllBig East team awards at the end of the season.
However, it is important to give credit where
credit is due: Friar fans, especially the student
section, have made the Dunkin’ Donuts Center an
arena to which no opposing team wants to travel.
Throwing it “Back to December,” Thee DJ Finesse,
Friar Basketball’s official DJ, took a request from
students at the game against the University of Rhode
Island. The students asked him to play “You Belong
with Me” by Taylor Swift. In his ten years of DJing
for the Friars, Finesse had never played Swift’s
music, but since the students were so enthusiastic
about the request, he decided to go with it.
Since then, “You Belong with Me” has become
PC’s unofficial anthem, a staple at every game since
the Friars played DePaul at the Dunk on Feb. 12.
Even the students who arrive at the games three
hours before they begin still sing the song at the top
of their lungs when Finesse plays it towards the end
of the night. In an interview with the Boston Globe
about PC’s Swift-craze and the DePaul game, the
DJ remarked, “I’ve done Nelly in Vegas, and Diddy,
but nothing like that. It was the most crazy energy

PHOTO COURTESY OF @ESPN ON INSTAGRAM

A billboard inviting Taylor Swift to the Feb. 26 PC
Men’s Basketball game could be seen in RI last week.
I’ve ever been a part of.” During the third overtime
of the Xavier vs. PC game, Finesse even spun a
trap remix of the song to rejuvenate the crowd,
which certainly helped the Friars win that night.
Although PC only has 4,100 undergraduate
students, the students have the energy of a powerfive football school. With so much taken away from
them last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
they feel lucky to be back together. As all PC
students know, “you are never alone in Friartown,”
so “You Belong with Me,” with its message of
camaraderie, is the perfect song for the school.
Now that “You Belong with Me (Friars’ Version)”
has attracted national attention, with outlets from
The Globe to the New York Post reporting on PC’s
unexpected anthem, Friar fans are trying to catch
the attention of Swift herself. The Grammy-winner

PHOTO COURTESY OF @ESPN ON INSTAGRAM

A meme on ESPN’s Instagram account uses stills from
a Taylor Swift music video to imagine the singer’s
reaction to the billboard inviting her to the Dunk.

Dancing in the Dark (in McPhail’s)

PC’s First Silent Disco Proves to be a Massive Hit
by Jack Downey ’23
A&E Co-Editor
ON-CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
When BOP and WDOM unveiled
their joint event, a “silent disco”
at McPhail’s, Providence College
students’ confusion was evident.
Not many people knew what a
silent disco entailed. This mystery,
however, built excitement for the
event. As the date of the disco, Feb.
25, drew closer, students’ anticipation
was palpable. Nonetheless, the
question remained: how much of this
intrigue would turn into attendance?
It turns out that a lot of it would.
One look into McPhail’s during the
course of the disco provided quite a
spectacular sight: a crowd of people
adorned with large, brightly-colored
headphones dancing and singing to
music that only they could hear. Aside
from the sounds of shoes sliding on the
floor and the excited murmur of voices,
the event lived up to its name, as music
could not be heard outside of the event.
The light show on display added
a lot to the event. Along with the
multicolored headphones that
attendees wore, the disco also featured
blinking glasses, light-up rings, and
lasers that moved along the ceiling and
walls. Overall, the visuals harkened
back to the days of middle school
parties, conjuring images of a bunch of

tweens running around in a school gym
to the sounds of Avicii and Katy Perry
as rainbow colored lights flashed in all
directions. Indeed, the event certainly
brought on a feeling of nostalgia.
There is no way anyone can write
about a silent disco, however, without
mentioning the music. One of the
coolest parts of the event was a function
on the headphones that allowed users
to switch channels. Three different
computers broadcast music at once,
and those in attendance could move a
switch to essentially turn the dial to
another song whenever they felt like
it. As a result, there was a variety of
dancing going on at once, which made
the event even more entertaining to
witness. People enjoyed themselves
with a variety of rap, hip-hop, alt rock,
and pop tunes as the night progressed.
However, at certain points, DJ
Kieran Kraus ’23 silenced the various
channels in order to get everyone to
listen to the same song. These tracks
were typically ones with some type of
dance associated with them, including
“Cupid Shuffle” by Cupid, “CottonEyed Joe” by Rednex, “Party Rock
Anthem” by LMFAO, and “Crank
That (Soulja Boy)” by Soulja Boy. This
move turned out to be immensely
successful, as the crowd all began
doing the dances in unison. “Cupid
Shuffle,” in particular, proved to be an
amazing scene, as people slid to the left
and right in sync as if choreographed.

During moments like these, the
night was elevated to another level.
By the time the silent disco began
winding down, people clearly had no
regrets in attending. Many of those
who participated could be heard saying
“this was a lot more fun than I expected
it to be,” and “that was a really great
time!” The public praise was especially

PHOTO COURTESY OF @PCBOP ON INSTAGRAM

meaningful because it showed that
new and unique events, such as the
silent disco, can work. WDOM and
BOP are to be commended for breaking
ground here, and, hopefully, new
and unique ideas continue to make
musical magic happen here at PC.
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Laughing Their Hearts Out

Six Gents’ Valentine’s Day Show Delights Audience
by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff
ON-CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Even though many students
stayed up late last Tuesday night for
the Providence vs. Villanova Men’s
Basketball game, an impressive number
of them came to the Smith Center to
enjoy Six Gents’ Valentine’s Day show
at 11:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 16.
For each of the four shows that they
have put on so far this academic
year, the Gents wrote mini-acts to fill
the transition time between different
skits, ranging from mad libs that get
the audience involved to some “top
trending” Google search questions
about each Gent. The Valentine’s Day
show was no exception, featuring a
few rounds of speed-dating, similar to
the Celebrity Dating Show, in which
a “mystery Gent” was paired with an
audience member and both students
were asked questions testing their
compatibility and whether they would
like a second date. For example, the
“contestants” were asked questions
like, “what’s the most embarrassing
text you’ve ever received?” and
“would you be open to relocating
to the Chicago suburbs for love?”
One of the night’s crowd-favorite
sketches was written by Christina
Charie ’25. The skit followed Coach
Cooley as he lost Huxley somewhere
on campus. Cooley (Aidan Benjamin
’23) is frantic about finding Huxley
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before the next game, but then finds
out that Friar Dom let Huxley get hit
by the Friar Nite Shuttle out of spite
because Cooley allowed Huxley to
steal his spotlight as a new mascot
five years ago. The most shocking plot

twist, however, came at the end of
the skit: Cooley and the audience
learned that Huxley actually had not
gotten hit by the Friar Nite Shuttle—
he was just drunk at Brad’s.
Another memorable sketch was

50 Shades of Love. Written by Andy
Belotte ’25, it starred Benjamin as Ben,
a man hoping to win over a girl named
Carla (Analisa Pisano ‘23). When
Ben is too nervous to shoot his shot
with Carla, Nate Watson (Belotte) is
brought in to give Ben his best tips
for winning the girl over. Watson
explains to Ben that he uses his TikTok
fame as a selling point to impress the
girls he’d previously struck out with.
Abbie O’Connell ’22 enters the scene
as Doris Burke. She, like Watson,
tries to help Ben but fails, as Ben finally
builds up the nerve to tell Carla
his feelings only for her to confess
t h a t h e r t r u e l o v e i s Wa t s o n .
The Family Restaurant sketch,
written by Emma Harrington ’22, was
yet another highlight of the show. It
followed Benjamin and Sydney Cahill
’22 on a date at a family restaurant
that takes a turn for the worse when
they realize that they are in the
middle of a Kitchen Nightmares
episode starring Gordon Ramsay,
played by Harrington in a spot-on
impression. Over the course of the
skit, the restaurant family and their
strong personalities come out of the
kitchen, yelling at one another.
Pisano’s Italian accent, in particular,
left the audience in shambles.
This past week, Six Gents had their
spring auditions, so be on the lookout
for new members at their next show!

A Superb Super Bowl Halftime Show
Hip-Hop Artists Deliver a Historic Performance

by Olivia Riportella ’25
A&E Staff
MUSIC
The Super Bowl LVI halftime show could quite
possibly go down as the greatest halftime show of all
time. With electrifying performances from superstars
Snoop Dogg, Dr. Dre, Mary J. Blige, Eminem,
Kendrick Lamar, and a surprise appearance from 50
Cent, the 2022 display is truly unmatched.
What is particularly special about this show is that
it marks the first time ever that a lineup consisting
solely of hip-hop artists has taken the Super Bowl
stage. Despite hip-hop dominating mainstream
music and the culture of the NFL for quite some
time, such artists have never headlined the event
until now. However, the league’s celebration of hiphop and its evolution over the past three decades
made for a spectacular, high-energy performance.
The show was kickstarted by the legendary Dr.
Dre. If anyone was the star of the night, it was he. He
floated up from his producer’s chair with his arms
outstretched to Los Angeles, asserting the West Coast’s
sonic dominance. Indeed, sitting behind a mixing
board in a nod to his roots as a celebrity, he essentially
declared himself the patron saint of the West Coast
sound. What made Dre stand out the most from his
fellow performers is the work that he has done with
them over the years, helping each of them achieve
some of the most significant milestones of their careers.
The perfect opening, Dre’s timeless song “The
Next Episode,” filled the audience with nostalgia
as he and Snoop Dogg electrified the stage with
ease. Snoop sported a blue and gold bandanapatterned tracksuit from head to toe and topped off
the ensemble with white sunglasses, looking cooler
than ever. He finished his opening performance by
teaming up with Dre to sing hit song “California

Love,” originally by Dre and the late Tupac.
Next to perform was unexpected guest 50 Cent,
who made an unforgettable surprise appearance.
Delivering his smash hit “In Da Club,” 50 Cent showed
up below Snoop and Dre hanging upside-down in a
red-lit room full of dancers. This iconic entry was a nod
to his 2009 music video for “In Da Club,” in which he
also appeared hanging upside down from the ceiling.
Next, the feminine energy of Mary J. Blige
captivated the audience, as the performance cut to her
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singing her hit “Family Affair.” Blige was covered
in white and silver sparkles from her bodysuit to her
thigh-high boots, surrounded by dancers wearing
similar iterations of her dazzling ensemble. Blige then
shifted into her hip-hop soul ballad “No More Drama,”
solidifying her set as a perfect middle act. Notably,
Blige was the only non-rap artist who performed.
Kendrick Lamar was next to take the stage,
rising up out of shipping boxes labeled “Dre Day”
to perform his iconic song “M.a.a.D. City.” Lamar
then switched to his single “Alright,” a rather
socially-charged anthem. He was backed by dancers
in militaristic black suits, making a clear statement
about today’s social climate in the midst of Black
History Month. Dre and Eminem then joined Lamar
onstage to finish his set with “Forgot About Dre.”
It was then Eminem’s turn to wow the audience. The
rapper gave an angsty, chill-inducing performance
of his iconic single “Lose Yourself.” He truly shook
the stadium as he sang the track more flawlessly than
ever. What made Eminem’s performance even more
special is the fact that it was Dre who signed him to his
very first record deal and thus played a large role in
propelling him to fame. Notably, like Lamar, Eminem
also took a political stance, ending his performance
by taking a knee in honor of Colin Kaepernick and
other African-American NFL players who have
protested racial injustice and met with controversy.
To cap off this stellar lineup, Dr. Dre returned
to the stage. He took to the piano and began to
play the opening bars of “Still D.R.E.” At this
moment, all of the night’s performers united
atop the stage for one final song—one, of course,
produced by Dre. The literal and symbolic unity of
this ending to their superb performance confirms
these artists’ everlasting sonic dominance not only
in hip-hop, but across mainstream music as a whole.

Mary J. Blige takes the stage during the Super Bowl LVI halftime show.
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Hey Kids, Spelling is Fun!
The “Wordle” Craze, Explained
by Abigail Levasseur ’24
A&E Staff
GAMES
Every night
when the clock
strikes
twelve,
Wordle fanatics hit
their devices, eager
to play the new PHOTO COURTESY OF THE DECCAN HERALD
daily Wordle puzzle. The original Wordle, found
on the New York Times’ games webpage, has been
entertaining all generations, young and old, for the
past few months. The object of the game is to guess
a daily five-letter word in six or fewer attempts.
With each attempt, the letters that players enter
will turn one of three colors: green, yellow, or gray.
Green signifies that letters are in the correct location;
yellow signifies that letters are indeed present in the
word, but in the wrong location; and gray signifies
that letters are not in the word at all. While the game
seems simple, users find challenges in uncommon
words, double letters, and popular prefixes and
suffixes. With Wordle inching toward its 260th daily
puzzle, it might be time for Wordle fanatics to add
some unfamiliar five-letter words to their vocabulary
and further explore the world of spelling fun.
Wordle devotees who find that one daily puzzle
is not enough for them are in luck: Wordleunlimited.
com offers as many standard five-letter wordle games
as one can imagine. In addition to Wordle Unlimited,
there are several spin-offs of the hit game. One such
spin-off, the daily “Dordle,” is similar to wordle, but
contains two five-letter word puzzles instead of one.
Players have seven attempts to guess both words.
Another spin-off, “Quordle,” contains four fiveletter word puzzles. “Quordle” gives players nine
attempts to guess all four words. Those who are fans

of multiple word puzzles should give “Octordle”
and “Sedecordle” a try. The former consists of
eight word puzzles with thirteen attempts, and the
latter offers sixteen word puzzles with twenty-one
attempts. The trick to any and all of these games is
to focus on one puzzle at a time—whichever has the
most green or yellow letters—and then continue on.
For the math lovers of the world, there exists a
game called “Nerdle.” The object of Nerdle is to guess
the correct eight-character mathematical equation in
six attempts. The characters allowed are numbers
zero through nine as well as the addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, and equal signs. After each
attempt, the characters will turn either teal, purple,
or gray. Teal signifies that characters are in the correct
location, purple signifies that the letters are in the
equation but in the wrong location, and gray signifies
that the characters are not in the equation. The trick is
to never duplicate a number or character in the first
equation—the game is easier than one might think.
Those who do not consider math to be their forte
but are geography whizzes should give “Worldle”
a try. The object of Worldle is to guess the correct
country from its shape in six guesses. After each
incorrect guess, the game will spit back a percentage,
an arrow, and a distance in kilometers that tells
the player how close their guess is to the correct
answer. This game is sure to prove wrong those who
think their geography skills are above par.
There are several other—and fairly lousy—Wordle
spin-off games popping up across the internet:
“Sweardle,” which consists of swear words, “Letterle,”
which consists of one letter only, “Taylordle,” which
is Taylor Swift-themed, and “Hogwartle,” which
is Harry Potter-themed, to name a few. For those
anxious to discover more Wordle-like games, search
the web, be wary of computer viruses, and do not say
this reporter didn’t warn you about such viruses—
and Wordle’s addictiveness. Happy wordling!

Film Review: The Platform

To Eat or Not to Eat?: The Choice May Not Be Yours
by Nicole Patano ’22
Editor-in-Chief
FILM
Hay tres clases des personas: los de arriba, los de
abajo, los que caen. Such is the way in “The Pit,” a
vertical prison imagined by writers David Desola
and Pedro Rivera and put onto screen by director
Galder Gaztelu-Urrutia in The Platform (originally,
El Hoyo). The Pit consists of at least 333 levels, with
two prisoners on each level. Every day, a platform
filled with a decadent array of food lowers from
level zero until it reaches the last level, at which
point it returns to level zero, always with no
food remaining—only bones and broken bottles.
At each level, the prisoners have two minutes
to eat whatever they can; all food or scraps must be
returned to the platform when it lowers or else the
prisoners on that level will be boiled or frozen alive.
By the time the platform descends 50 levels, most
of the food has already been consumed or defiled
by the 98 levels of people above. Those on the higher
levels—los de arriba—gorge themselves without
thinking of those on the lower levels—los de
abajo. The only exception is when those at the top
step, spit, urinate, and defecate on the food in an
attempt to make it inedible for those below them.
At first, these acts seem to be completely senseless.
It should not affect anyone who has already eaten if
the people below them get to eat, right? Unfortunately
(though sometimes fortunately), levels are reassigned
each month. It matters not your age, race, class,
gender, or crime—you can move from level 132 to
level eight overnight. Gaztelu-Urrutia smartly places
all of the action of The Platform in The Pit to show
that regardless of who you are outside in the real
world, once you enter The Pit, everyone is the same.
The Platform is an anti-capitalism film. There is
the obvious distinction between the people who run
The Pit and the people who live in it; however, there
is the added distinction between those at the top
and those at the bottom of The Pit. The interesting
dynamic in The Platform is the fact that the people

within these categories change every month. Yet, you
can clearly see how people adjust to their level, either
acting with increased greed or desperation, always
selfishly. Though one thing remains constant: they
feel a sense of superiority over those below them and
a sense of resentment towards those above them,
even if they were in the same spot just one day ago.
Empathy does not exist in The Pit. It really is every
person for themself, which is why most people bring
weapons as their one allowed item into The Pit. Even
when some prisoners attempt to get others to ration
what they eat in order to get more food to the people
on the lower levels, violence and threats are the only
effective means of persuasion. Those at the top refuse
because they feel as though they deserve to eat better
after being at the bottom or to prepare themselves
for being at the bottom. Those at the bottom refuse
because they need to eat all that they can to survive.
Beyond its commentary on capitalism and power,
The Platform is a fascinating look into individual
responsibility and morality. What role can the
individual play in destroying or reforming an unjust
system? The film suggests that while individuals can
only do so much, cooperation between individuals
is necessary to make life in an unjust system
survivable. Though, paradoxically, people must
die in order to make the system survivable. Is it
possible to ensure everyone in The Pit (or in society)
can survive? The Platform suggests that the answer
is “no.” In an unjust society, some must die so that
others can live—hence, los que caen, those who fall.
In addition to the primary message of The Platform,
there is a secondary plot that viewers are introduced
to early into the film: a mother who rides down the
platform each month, desperate not for food but her
child, whom she believes to be somewhere in The
Pit. No children are supposed to be in The Pit; such a
policy is meant to make The Pit a humane place. What
would it mean if a child were discovered by those
who prepare the food every day but who are not fully
aware of how what happens to the food once it leaves
level zero? You will have to watch The Platform to find
out—though the ending may not leave you satisfied.
Rating:
5/5
stars
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Don’t Look Up
The Shocking, Star-Studded Dark Comedy
Taking Netflix by Storm
by Caitlin Ariel ’24
A&E Staff
FILM
On Christmas Day, as the suspense of giftgiving and stuffing one’s face with cookies winds
down and exhaustion sinks in, it is a typical
family tradition to end the day with a movie
perfect for all ages. When clicking through those
movie options this past Christmas—and in the
months since—it was difficult for people to skip
past the newly-released, star-studded film Don’t
Look Up. Starring Jennifer Lawrence, Leonardo
DiCaprio, Jonah Hill, Meryl Streep, Ariana
Grande, and other household names, it seems
perfect for a movie night. However, despite
the film being labeled as a comedy, the laughs
it provokes in audiences in its early scenes are
ultimately stifled by shocking turns of events
that have led many to reevaluate their lifestyles.
The dark comedy follows Kate Diabiasky
(Lawrence), an astronomy graduate student
at Michigan State University, and her anxious
professor Dr. Randall Mindy (DiCaprio) as they
make a seemingly revolutionary discovery:
a comet orbiting the solar system. However,
this excitement immediately gives way to
fear and panic as these two fairly low-level
astronomers discover that the comet is on a
direct collision course with Earth and set to hit
the planet in about six months. Kate and Randall,
accompanied by NASA’s Planetary Defense
Coordination head (Rob Morgan), begin to try to
warn mankind of the approaching comet, but an
unexpected obstacle arises: no one seems to care.
They are quickly dismissed by the approvalrating-obsessed President Orlean (Streep) and
her subservient son and Chief of Staff, Jason
(Hill). They then appear on The Daily Rip, a
cheerful morning show hosted by Brie (Cate
Blanchett) and Jack (Tyler Perry), and
watchers waste no time minimizing, mocking,
and blatantly ignoring the astronomers’ findings,
dismissing their warnings as the latest of
many exaggerated doomsday proclamations.
Despite these challenges posed by 24-hour
media, a president anxiety-stricken by midterm
elections, and her obnoxious high-ranking son,
Kate and Randall’s true enemy arises in the
form of a tech billionaire (Mark Rylance). A
scarily avoidant man and presidential donor,
he decides to make it his mission to allow for
the comet to hit Earth, stating that the minerals
in the life-ending rock would improve the job
market and, most importantly, put money in his
pocket. He claims he will use his revolutionary
technology to shrink the comet while it is still
in orbit, so life will remain, and the economy will
boom. With America now torn between safety
and money, lines are drawn in the sand, and
Kate and Randall’s job grows more difficult.
A science-fiction political satire that clearly
mocks today’s climate crisis and dissects how
our modern capitalist society and tech and
media addiction could be humanity’s downfall,
Don’t Look Up makes viewers take a step back
and reflect on how they perceive their media as
well as how humanity is failing to adequately
respond to the climate crisis. From its star-filled
cast, obvious references to modern life, and an
Ariana Grande musical number, it is clear why
the film has been watched for 152.29 million
hours across the world thus far, smashed Netflix’s
record most-viewed film in one week, and been
nominated for Best Picture at this year’s Oscars.
For those who have yet to see Don’t Look
Up, the film is now streaming on Netflix.
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“What Is, ‘A Record-Setting Feat?’”

A Look at Amy Schneider’s Jeopardy! Success
by Claudia Fennell ’24
A&E Staff
TELEVISION/GAMES
Voted most likely to compete on
Jeopardy! in the eighth grade by her
classmates, Amy Schneider, a 43-yearold from Dayton, OH, amassed a
40-game winning streak during her
recent appearances on Jeopardy!. She
won her first game on the episode that
aired Nov. 17, 2021, where she beat
out Andrew He, who at the time had
a five-day winning streak. In the 14
games that followed, Schneider only
missed one “Final Jeopardy” question.
Despite the incredible intelligence
and kindness that Schneider showed
on air, she received hate comments
online for being a transgender
woman. However, Schneider ignored
the online trolls and continued her
reign of success on the show, amassing
a total prize of over $1.3 million.
On her final episode, which aired
on Jan. 26, Schneider ended
her winning streak with a grand
total of 40 wins. This feat places
her in second place for the most
consecutive wins in the history of
Jeopardy!. Matt Amodio previously
held the second-place spot, with
a grand total of a 38-game streak.
Schneider was thrilled that she was
able to achieve her goal of winning
the second-place spot and was
hopeful about eventually reaching
first place, a spot currently held

by Ken Jennings with a record
of 74 consecutive game wins.
Towards the end of her winning
streak, Schneider began to feel that
the show was straining her mind and
body. The life of a long-time Jeopardy!winning contestant can be extremely
taxing. The show tapes each week’s
episodes—five in total—in one day,
which makes for a tiring and stressful
experience. Schneider reported to the
New York Times that during her time
on the show, she flew from her home

base in Oakland, CA, to the Jeopardy!
set at the start of every week. After
taping the week’s episodes in one
day, she would return to her hotel
and “just sit and do nothing for an
hour or so to give her brain a break.”
In an interview she gave on the day
that she finally lost her streak, she
emphasized that “the fatigue of this
taping was really starting to add up.”
Schneider was beat by a librarian
from Chicago named Rhone Talsma.
During the episode, she was
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performing well as usual, with a score
far ahead of her competitors, until
her opponents started to notice that
she was choosing clues with lower
price values. When “Final Jeopardy”
came around, Schneider was ahead
of Talsma by only $10,000, which
was rare for her because she usually
went into “Final Jeopardy” already
certain of winning. The “Final
Jeopardy” category was geography,
and the prompt was, name the only
nation in the English language that
ends in the letter “h.” Contestants
were given the hint that this nation
is one of the world’s top ten most
populous countries. Schneider
was not able to come up with an
answer to the question, whereas
Talsma correctly responded wit h,
“What is Bangladesh?” This
“Final Jeopardy” question
sol idifi ed Talsma’s victory, thus
ending Schneider’s winning streak.
While Schneider reported that
playing Jeopardy! was one of the best
experiences of her life, she has also
emphasized that she is glad to be rid
of the stress that the show brought
upon her life. She added that she was
excited to return home and continue
living with her partner, Genevieve,
and their cat named Meep. Notably,
on Feb. 25, Schneider took to Twitter
to announce that she and Genevieve
are engaged and looking forward to
sharing an incredible life together.
Needless to say, the answer to the
question of Schneider’s post-Jeopardy!
life is, “What is, ‘a happy ending’?”

Book Review: When the English Fall
A Unique Take on the Apocalyptic Fiction Genre
by Madison Palmieri ’22
A&E Co-Editor
LITERATURE
Today, apocalyptic fiction is one
of the most popular literary genres.
As such, authors must work to make
their tales stand apart from the rest.
In When the English Fall, author David
Williams does just this. At first glance,
the novel’s plot may appear to be
standard apocalyptic lit fare: a man
watches as the world falls apart and
then experiences the fallout firsthand.
T h e
c a t c h ?
The man, Jacob, is a member of an
Amish community in the midwestern
United States. When the apocalyptic
event, a solar storm, brings
widespread outages and overall
chaos to “the English,” as the Amish
refer to all non-Amish people, he and
his family are initially unaffected.
Indeed, the same people who once
mocked him and his community for
their quaint, seemingly backwards
way of life now turn to them for
help with skills which their families
have not had to pass on for several
generations, but which the Amish
practice in their day-to-day lives,
such as canning and hunting.
For a while, all seems relatively
peaceful. While Jacob’s “English”
friends, such as delivery man Mike,
bring news of unrest in distant cities,
the only initial sign that something
is amiss in his neck of the woods is
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the visits his community receives
from army men requesting that
surplus food be shared with those
in the outside world who have
suddenly found themselves without.
However, as is to be expected in an
apocalyptic novel, the situation soon
grows dire. Mike, his ex-wife, and
their sons take shelter with Jacob, his
wife, and their two teenage children
as resources become increasingly
sparse and other “English” men
and women become increasingly
desperate. Thievery and violence
creep closer and closer to Jacob’s door

until it eventually, tragically crosses
the threshold into his community.
He and his family must make
a decision: remain where they are
and risk the horrors at hand, or
set out for the possible sanctuary
of another Amish settlement?
When the English Fall’s power lies in
the fact that it offers readers a different
perspective on a familiar narrative.
Indeed, while there are countless
stories about an apocalyptic event
destroying the modern way of life,
this novel allows readers to see such
a phenomenon from a distance: they

become estranged from it, aware
that it has occurred but unsure of its
particulars. All they know is that the
“simple” world of the Amish remains
untainted by the horrors it induces
onto society at large—until this
society degrades to such an extent that
it seeks to exploit that of the Amish.
This distance will force readers
to take a hard look at the world in
which they find themselves and ask
how well they would fare if they
suddenly found themselves without
electricity and all of the conveniences
and luxuries it makes possible. Would
they have what it takes to live like the
Amish, or would they be like those
who take advantage of the Amish?
Nonetheless, there are a couple of
aspects in When the English Fall which
detract from its power. For one, given
that the novel is written in the form
of diary entries made by Jacob, they
become a bit repetitive. While such
repetition is certainly realistic, it makes
reading laborious at times. Another
minor shortcoming is the novel’s
fairly abrupt ending—but readers
will have to decide their opinions
on this part of the novel themselves.
Overall, When the English Falls offers
an unexpected, largely successful
take on apocalyptic lit. Fans of the
genre will be pleased to note the
presence of many of its quintessential
elements, from frenzied faith to
revelations of moral depravity in the
absence of order, but will see them
as if new from Jacob’s perspective.
Rating:
3.5/5
stars
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Twenty-One-Year-Old American Woman
When I hear, as I have
heard all too often, “Tell
us about yourself,” all I
can think of to say is that I
am a twenty-one-year-old
American woman who
doesn’t want to tell people
about herself. That’s not
such a bad answer, I think.
It gives basic biographical
information, a dash of the
spice of the individual,
and a gentle hint at the
immense horror that I feel
upon hearing these words.
I wonder how many
people find this particular
request as disturbing as
I do. According to my
observations, most people
jump at anything remotely
resembling a chance to
talk about themselves
(and sometimes what
seemed to be a chance was
no chance at all and they
end up nose-diving into
conversational cement—I
try not to take satisfaction
in this event). But I refuse
to believe that I am alone
in this matter. I hold out
a small smackerel of hope
that maybe even those
who love to tell others
about themselves don’t
know what to do when
they are told to tell others
about themselves. As
for myself, even if I did
know how to answer this
question, which I don’t, I
wouldn’t want to answer it
because it isn’t a question
at all. Nobody puts Baby
in the corner and tells her
to tell them about herself.
Nobody. You can tell the
horse to head toward the
water but you’d better
not expect him to walk.
Even if it were phrased
as a question (“Will you
please, please, please tell
us about yourself?”), I
still wouldn’t want to
answer it, because anyone
asking that question is
not someone that I want
knowing anything about

bopped. I’d rather get
bopped than ask for
CREATIVE NONFICTION
clarification, though. That
would definitely be the
and to sprinkle in lots of
me. What I’d really like
wrong answer to a nonstories, like the one about
is for everyone to think
question without a right
the time I found out that I
that I’m in the Witness
answer. But if I could
was slightly iron-deficient
Protection Program, or in
answer this stupid nonthe mob—it’s better not to thanks to a panicking
question, the bruised and
Polish nurse, who had
ask questions. (It is fun to
battered subject of this
be begged for information, never drawn blood from
long discourse, in any way
anyone until she drew
though. It makes me feel
I wanted to, and supposing
four times as much blood
like Humphrey Bogart or
I went silly in the head
as necessary from me, as
some cow of that color,
and did want to answer at
if she were trying to make
brushing off some dame
all, I would rattle off a list
up for all her years without of the things that I think
trying to crack his code
before she falls in love with drawing a drop of blood.
about in the middle of the
Then, as my finishing
him. Anything that makes
night, all my deeply felt,
touch, I make sure to
me feel like Humphrey
well-pondered convictions,
mention one last time my
Bogart is a win.)
all my scraps of sensibility.
terrific immune system.
But the first stumbling
I have plenty of these.
You look at me like I just
block is that I don’t know
I think chili should be
chugged an entire bottle
how to answer this nonmade without beans.
of fish sauce. My feelings
question. I don’t even
I think too many girls
are hurt and I don’t
know what I’ve said in
wear those gigantic hair
understand why. I dwell
response to it on previous
claw clips that could hold
on this for the rest of my
occasions. I think I must
Medusa’s snakes in place.
days—unless I suppress
have suppressed those
I think the works of P. G.
memories, because when I that memory. I will never
Wodehouse are essential
tell anyone about myself
reach back into my mind,
reading for proper human
ever so fearful of what I’ll
again.
development. I think
find, all I can hear is “Tell
You see my dilemma.
monkeys are, as a species,
us about yourself!” in a
Sure, there are context
in league with the devil.
distorted goblin’s voice,
clues, but there are also
I think common sense
and then a high-pitched
context red herrings.
and practicality are in
whine followed by white
Nancy Drew was always
even shorter supply than
noise. This doesn’t help
getting chloroformed and
the milkshake materials
me much going forward.
bopped on the head when
at McPhail’s. I think I’m
It’s such a vague nonher little nose missed the
becoming more like my
question that even though
fishy scent, and I’m mother every year (and
there aren’t supposed to
not about
I’m glad of it). I think
be right and
to get
I might be developing
wrong
carpal tunnel with all this
answers
typing. I think I might
to it,
have said too much about
there still
myself. If anyone asks,
are right
I’m a twenty-one-year-old
and wrong
American woman.
answers.
For instance,
you’re trying to
dig my religious
convictions out of
me, for whatever
reason. I answer with a
lengthy discourse on my
medical history, making
sure to mention that I have
a great immune system but
terrible blood circulation,
PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM
by Fiona Clarke ’23
Portfolio Staff
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by Grace O’Connor ’22
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

She waits for hours as her hair is bleached,
Piece by piece slowly being painted,
In order to not expose her dark roots.

Her accessories are meant to distract the eye from her body,
The bling on her gold jewelry meant to hold stares,
Turning others’ eyes away from her face.

She uses a mitt to spread the chocolate-colored
mousse on her skin,
Spreading it over every inch of her body,
Waiting for it to slowly melt into her dry, pale skin.

She pushes the thin lens against her eye
As the water starts to puddle in the corner.
She refuses to touch the lens that mocks her in the corner.
Fear.

Her mascara wakes up her tired eyes.
Complementing the blue in them,
Hiding her exhaustion and natural beauty.

She fears scrutiny and her dignity being shredded away.
Her dignity stuck to her like loose, dead skin,
Waiting to be peeled off with a simple scratch.

The powder is held on by clear polish and
strengthened by blue light,
Tearing away, slowly killing her soft nail
underneath,
The tough layer holds onto what is left.

The temporariness of artificiality leaves her panicking,
Waiting, watching it slowly melt away day by day,
Till she can paint herself again, hiding every mark she
dislikes.

The tight clothing she wears hugs her rib cage.
Her skin is vulnerable to the wind.
Goosebumps are being pushed to the surface.

John was the only man in his
figure drawing class. He had
always gotten extra odd looks
when there was a female life
model coming into the studio to
pose for them. Most of the time
the models weren’t even nude,
so he didn’t know why everyone still assumed he was looking
at them in a certain way. However, walking into class today
with his sketchpad and pencil
case full of overpriced art supplies, he was surprised to see a
young man standing there. He
concluded they were around
the same age.
The professor wasn’t there
yet, but John took a seat and
began to set up his easel.
“May I see your sketches?”
John looked up to find the
model standing in front of him
in nothing but briefs. “Sure.”
He handed the book over. “It’s
John, by the way.”
“Marco,” the other replied
with a small smile as he flicked
through the sketchbook, arriving at a portrait of a woman
with darker hair and large gray
eyes.
John set up his charcoal and
pencils. “Nice to meet you.”
Marco nodded and handed the
book back, smoothing his hair
back before sitting on the edge
of the stage.
“How much are they paying you to be posing for two
and a half hours for a bunch of
college students?” John asked,

Her paintbrush is held by her firm grip,
But her hand is exhausted, she loosens this grip steadily,
Till she drops her paintbrush and looks at herself in the
mirror.

Figure
by Kate Ward ’23
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

looking through the wooden
slats of the easel.
Marco laughed, freckles on
his cheeks bunching up. “I wish
they were paying me, but unfortunately I made this idiotic
mistake of volunteering in order to launch some art students
ahead in their careers.”

draw women?”
“Well, my art better be
good—it’s my second major,”
John explained. “And I don’t
just draw women, it’s just
what the class…allows? I don’t
know, women are what they
can get their hands on.” He put
the paper up on the easel as

“That’s B.S.” John shook his
head. “This is 101. You’re not
launching anyone.”
Another laugh. “You’re right.
Well, I’m here because it pays
rent for my apartment. You’re
the only one so far whose art is
actually pretty good. You only

more of his classmates strolled
in, some nursing a coffee or a
severe hangover. The professor
came in and began pointing out
a few different poses for Marco
to go through as warm-ups and
then longer poses to hold. John
started scribbling some rough

PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM

outlines. He usually focused
mainly on the larger parts of
the body before adding detail,
but he couldn’t get past detailing Marco’s face from his
freckles to kind eyes.
“You know you’re supposed
to do the face last, right?” A
girl leaned over and tapped his
page with the end of her charcoal stick.
John looked at her before
wetting his thumb and smudging the charcoal into the background. He shook his head and
kept going.
As the class wrapped up and
John was again the one left
packing up last, he approached
Marco. “I wanted to show you
the art from today.”
Marco pulled on sweatpants
and a t-shirt. “Oh, please do.”
He leaned forward as John
flicked through. At one drawing, he stopped him. “Could
I keep this? Or if you need to
keep it, could you come over
and do another?”
John paused, stunned into silence at the request. He cleared
his throat and said quietly,
“Um…I need to keep this one,
but I would love to come over
and do you—I mean, do this
again.”
Marco laughed and wrote his
address and number down on
the corner of John’s page. “See
you soon, then.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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“I didn’t even realize it was
the same place until this morning. My hands were vibrating, and I had no idea where I
was. The side of my face, only
mildly sticky from drool,
glued me to my pillow.
My bed was no longer
the only familiar environment.”
I am standing in the
middle of the woods when
it begins, standing alongside trees taller than Him,
the clouds rolling through
them. I kick my sandals off
my feet and run my fingers through my pockets.
In my rummaging I find
a set of keys. I look at the
keys in my hand and drop
them down into the sand.
Why is there so much sand
in the forest? Barefoot and
empty pocketed, I begin
running. Eventually there
is an opening in the trees,
and I run towards that.
Upon getting closer I realize it is a cliff and I cannot
slow down my momentum
causing me to run and
jump into what looks to be a massive quarry in the middle of this
forest, at the bottom of which lies a
lake for me to land in. For a moment I am flying. It’s the shortest
moment and simultaneously the
longest ever. Trees surround the
quarry, the true heart of the forest, and in looking down I see the
water is not a bright crystal blue,
but a muddy green, tainted with
ecological hurt. It resembles a Missouri swampland, beautiful shades
of green that you fear because of
what lies beneath. At the moment

Recurring Dream
by AJ Worsley ’22
Portfolio Staff
FICTION

of impact, I rush under the water
like a missile, my feet touching
the bottom of the lake, sending me
popping back up like a float. When
I rise above there are suddenly dozens of worn houses floating on the
lake. They are decrepit, worn, with
massive holes on the side, shards
of glass from broken windows on
their front porch, likely housed by
alligators. There are trees down in
the water now too. They hang over
the houses and decorate the landscape for a much less fearful green.
There is only one house that is intact, so I swim towards it. Pushing

myself up onto the porch, I hear
rattling in my pockets. Soaked, I
stick my hand in and feel the same
set of keys. I knock on the door, and
nobody is around to answer. After
trying several keys, the last one
finally unlocks the door. As I begin
to walk in—
“And that’s where it ends every time. I wake up. I never get
to explore the houses or familiarize myself with the environment. I expect to wake up in my
bed soaked every time, but I am
always dry. There is no quarry,
no house, no forest.”
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Her pen moves across the
paper rapidly as if she were a
sketch artist.
“What’re you writing
down?” I ask.
“Do you consider yourself a
pessimist?” she asks, dodging my question.
“Well, if I was an optimist
I probably wouldn’t be in
therapy.”
She smirks.
“Have you heard the
theories about what it
means to jump off a cliff in
your dreams? On the negative side, people have said
that it could relate to some
sort of distress in your conscious life, a lack of control
or a strong sense of impulse.
On the lighter side, it could
relate to a recent victory, or
a fresh start.”
Her buzzer goes off.
“Well, that concludes our
session for today,” she begins. “I’d really like to pick
this up from right here next
week.” She puts the pen
and paper down and turns
around to drink from her
glass of water.
I lean over to see what she
has written down but all I see is
a vivid drawing of the quarry
and the tall trees. I don’t question her. I just look forward to
returning to the woods with
the keys in my pocket with the
hope that next time I will see
what lies in that house.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM

A Purgatory of Trains
by Sarah McLaughlin ’23
Portfolio Co-Editor
POETRY

You are Plato, turned to heaven’s forms,
I am Aristotle, here on Earth.
You are Dante, looking up beyond the wall of rock,
I am Virgil, eyes upon the ground, my own consultant.
But are you really the sturdy tower, unshakeable?
What secures your soul in stringent grip? What holds mine?
You don’t make me neglect the passage of time
But make me all too cognizant.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA
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M. V. P.

Tiffany &
Earl

by Kathryn Libertini ’23
Portfolio Staff

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time

SATIRE

I hear “So let me tell you
guys why I chose Providence College” as I turn the
corner in Slavin. My heart
is pounding, not from the
stairs, no, but from the pressure. Tonight’s game against
Creighton decides if we win
the Big East Championship.
Coach Cooley met with me
to discuss details, and the
importance of a good crowd.
I can’t eat, I can’t sleep, I sit

through class knowing only
the massive role I play in the
game. I failed two exams this
week alone. Eventually I beg
my roommate to drop me off
five hours early in her Toyota
Corolla Sport before anyone
else is at the Dunk. I use my
all-access pass to get through
the front—I haven’t used the
student entrance in months. I
want to be the first one on the
court. I put on my uniform

Dear Tiff and Earl,
and hear people swarm the
stands. I know it’s finally my
time. I step court-side, hearing only cheering fans and
DJ Finesse’s remix of “You
Belong With Me.” I know it’s
all for me. Suddenly I hear,
“Hey, Friar Dom! Can I get a
picture with my kid?” I bend
down and give a thumbs up
for the camera.

I’m a non-basketball student-athlete and I feel like
we don’t get enough clout.
Do I need to become the
next Nate Watson on TikTok?
Sincerely,
A PC Second-class Citizen

Dear Second-Class Citizen,
....there are non-basketball
student athletes?
No cheers for you,

Tiff

Listomania*

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM AND NEW YORK POST

Professor Red Flags I Wish I Noticed
Earlier in the Semester:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No syllabus week
Small word counts for essays (only for English/Creative Writing majors)
Long word counts for essays (for every other major)
Asks for papers single-spaced
Wants printed and digital copies
No laptops allowed in class (they’re cutting into my online shopping
time…)
Printing out every handout for class
Plugs their own journal articles
Has group projects
Cold-calls
Gives oral exams
Doesn’t reply to emails
Emails too much
Doesn’t let you use the bathroom
Gets mad when someone uses the bathroom
Not enough office hours
Doesn’t take off their jacket
Uses a chalkboard (and doesn’t mind the squeaking)
“I don’t really give out As…”
Doesn’t use Sakai
Doesn’t learn anyone’s names
Makes due dates midnight instead of 11:59 p.m.

*Listomania and Tiffany & Earl are both satirical pieces that do not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Dear PC Second-Class Citizen,
Although I'm sure there are
many ways that you could
increase your clout, TikTok is an excellent place to
start! However, instead of
trying to become the next
Nate Watson, you should
set yourself apart and establish a unique brand.
Here are a few suggestions
to get you started: take
videos of yourself talking to the PC squirrels, do
Ray dinner reviews, or ask
Dean Sears for a collab. I'm
confident that you'll win
the hearts, views, and likes
of Providence College soon
enough.
Catch you on the ’Tok,

Earl

March 3, 2022
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Sports
Sports
Shorts

by Stephen Foster ’22
Sports Staff
SPORTS SHORTS
Men’s Basketball
The Providence College Men’s
Basketball Team won three games last
week, bringing their record to 24-3
overall and 14-2 in Big East Conference
play. They defeated Butler University
71-70 in overtime on Sunday, Feb.
20 and were victorious over Xavier
University with a score of 99-92 in
triple overtime on Wednesday, Feb.
23. The Friars clinched the Big East
Regular Season Championship on
Saturday, Feb. 26 for the first time
in history with a dominating 72-51
win over Creighton University. Fans
young and old stormed the court
to celebrate the victory and stayed
to watch players and coaches cut
down the net in celebration. The
Friars wrapped up conference play
at Villanova University where the
Wildcats came away with a victory in
a tight contest 76-74. The final record
for the Friars in conference play was
14-3.
Women’s Basketball
The Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team went 0-3 in three
games this week, bringing their
record to 11-18 overall and 6-14 in
Big East conference play. They were
defeated 62-68 in overtime by St.
John’s University on Sunday, Feb. 20,
lost 51-57 to Marquette University on
Friday, Feb. 25, and struggled against
No. 7 University of Connecticut on
Sunday, Feb. 27, losing 31-88. The
Friars begin the Big East Tournament
on Friday, March 4 at Mohegan Sun
Arena in Uncasville, CT.
Men’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Men’s Ice
Hockey Team won two games this
week, bringing their record to 21-13-2
overall and 12-11-1 in conference play.
They defeated University of Maine in
both home games, winning 4-2 on
Friday, Feb. 25 and 3-2 in overtime
on Saturday, Feb. 26. The Friars play
their last game of the regular season
and host their senior night on Friday,
March 4 in an exhibition match
against the U.S. NTDP Under-18
(USA Hockey National Team
Development Program). Their run
in the Hockey East Championship
begins soon after.
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Men’s Basketball Finishes Regular Season

Earned Big East Championship for First Time in Program History
Champions
Continued from front page
All of this, of course, was added
to the already existent roster which
featured veteran big man and leader
Nate Watson ’22, stretch big man and
rebounder Noah Horchler ’22, senior
sharpshooter A.J. Reeves ’22, and
sophomore guard Alyn Breed ’24.
All of that, without mentioning
the returners who not only improved
their games but raised them to
another level, allowed this team to
really reach its peak.
Center
Ed
Croswell
’22
transferred to Friartown before
last season. He struggled and had
a very disappointing first season;
However, this offseason he has
improved tremendously. Now, he is
a tremendous high-energy rotational
big off the bench. He can allow
Watson to take extended breaks
if needed and bring his size and
athleticism to be a force in the paint.
Then there is redshirt junior Jared
Bynum ’23. Bynum was a solid
starter for the Friars last season and
probably their best ball-handler and
distributor. He struggled as a scorer,
particularly from three-point range.
A long absence due to injury and
inconsistent play after his return
soured some opinions of the guard.
But the Friars would not be a top10 team this year without Bynum.
He has elevated his game to another
level, as he is able to create shots
and looks for himself, has become an
elite finisher, shooter, and an elite in
the clutch. He is an offensive scoring
weapon who volunteered to come off
the bench to provide a spark when
Durham and Watson needed to leave
the floor.
All of this is apparent in the team’s
play. The Friars, who for the last few
seasons have struggled with threepoint shots and contested layups,
have all of a sudden become an allaround offensive monster. The same
grit and tenacity they are known to
bring on defense is present, and their
age, experience, and knowledge
have played a big role in helping
them win several close games.
Some pundits call them “the
luckiest team in the nation” but
“luck” does not make you a top-10
team. You don’t “luck” into having

PHOTO COURTESY OF PC ATHLETICS

AJ Reeves ‘22 put up a stellar performance on senior night, dropping a game-high 23 points. He
scored seven three-pointers Saturday night, the same number number in his first game as a Friar.

fewer than five regular season losses.
It’s good coaching, great play, and
experience that help you win close
fights and come back from seemingly
impossible deficits.
This team started to feel special
after beating the University of
Wisconsin on the road early in the
season.
Wisconsin has been a ranked team
for a good portion of the season,
and while the Badgers were without
one of their best players, the Friars
pulled out a road win against a top
dog in the Big Ten Conference.
However, the Friars once again left
themselves vulnerable to criticism
after an embarrassing neutral site
loss to the University of Virginia,
who have had a bad season.
Redemption came a few games
later after another huge win, this
time over Texas Tech University at
the Dunkin’ Donuts Center. Armed
with wins against top teams in the Big
Ten and Big 12, the Friar fans finally
got to release their enthusiasm in a
home rout against rival University of
Rhode Island.
The Friars took their energy into
back-to-back ranked wins against the
University of Connecticut and Seton
Hall University to begin Big East
play. However, after a demoralizing
loss to a solid Marquette University
team and a three-game COVID-19
pause, the Friars found themselves
having a number of close games.
Those games were not nearly as

close or stressful as the last stretch. A
three-point overtime win stemming
from a comeback against DePaul,
a game in which Taylor Swift’s
hit song “You Belong with Me”
became the anthem of the student
section (and a trending video on
the internet), a five-point home loss
to rival Villanova University, a onepoint overtime win against Butler
University that came after a 19-point
comeback, and a triple overtime
thriller against Xavier University.
This all culminated in a blowout
senior night win over Creighton
University, a night where you
couldn’t hear yourself think in
“the Dunk,” resulting in a court
storming to celebrate the school’s
first ever regular season Big East
Championship.
On Tuesday, March 1, the Friars
were without Durham but put up
a gritty performance in a 76-74 loss
at Villanova University. After being
down by 14 at halftime, the Friars
scored 48 points in the second half
and had a great chance of coming
out victorious. Even with the loss to
round out the conference schedule,
the Friars are still regular season
champions in the Big East for the
first time ever.
The Big East Tournament starts
next Wednesday, but the Friars have
a first round bye and will await the
winner of the eight/nine winner on
Thursday at noon in Madison Square
Garden.

Women’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Women’s
Ice Hockey Team went 1-1 in the
Hockey East Tournament last week,
bringing their season to a close.
They defeated the College of the
Holy Cross 3-1 on Wednesday, Feb.
23 at home. However, they could
not overcome the strength of No. 2
University of Vermont on the road,
losing 4-1 on Saturday, Feb. 26 in the
quarterfinals. Lily Hendrikson ’25
scored the lone goal for Providence.
The Friars end their season with a
record of 16-14-6 overall and 12-12-3
in the Hockey East conference.
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PC Men’s Basketball seniors concluded their final game at the Dunk’ by claiming the program’s first-ever regular season championship. Each senior
contributed to the win and title.
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Who Will Win the Big East Basketball Tournament?

Providence College Investigates
Providence Friars
As March Madness rapidly
approaches, one of the most highly
anticipated conference tournaments this
year is the Big East Tournament, taking
place in Madison Square Garden March
9-12.
The Big East has been one of the
premier conferences in college basketball
all year and is projected to have upwards
of six NCAA Tournament teams. That
should make for an action-packed week
in New York City.
The Providence College Friars enter
the tournament atop the conference, as
regular-season champs. The Friars have
been one of the best in the nation in close
games down the stretch. Many analysts
have attributed this to luck, but the
experience of the Friars has benefitted
them time and time again.
The Friars will also be riding high on
the momentum from winning the Big
East regular-season title for the first time
in program history.
Graduate transfer Al Durham ’22 has
run the point for the Friars with the calm
demeanor necessary to win close games
in the always competitive Big East.
Big man Nate Watson ’22 has been one
of the best centers in the country all year
for the Friars, and his physicality wears
our opponents.
AJ Reeves ’22 is another experienced
Friar, one who has the potential for an
offensive explosion each game. His threepoint shooting will be key in the Big East
Tournament, as the offense opens for the

rest of the team when he can knock down
threes.
Jared Bynum ’23 has come on
incredibly strong, recently winning Big
East Player of the Week twice during
conference play. His presence off the
bench will also be key for the Friars as he
provides instant offense that few other
players within the conference can match.
Noah Horchler ’22 is another crucial
player for the Friars whose experience
will be invaluable during tournament
play. His defense has improved
significantly from last year, and his
rebounding should help the Friars limit
their opponents to only one shot per
possession in the tournament.
Justin Minaya ’22 is one of the
best defensive stoppers in the nation.
His versatility on defense has been a
significant factor to the Friars’ success,
and his ability to guard the opposing
team’s best player is a reason the Friars
are such a threat to win the tournament.
Ed Croswell ’22 is another player who
has made great improvements since last
year’s campaign, and his energy has
been critical to the team’s success all year.
Overall, the Friars’ combination of
depth, experience, and defensive prowess
will result in them being crowned the Big
East Regular Season and Tournament
champions.
-Will Murphy ’23
Sports Staff

Villanova Wildcats
Tuesday, March 1 marks the official
end of the historic 2022 regular season for
the Providence College Men’s Basketball
team. In their final game, they faced off
against the Villanova Wildcats at the
Finneran Pavilion in Villanova, PA. In
a close contest once again, the Wildcats
came up victorious, 76-74, to sweep the
season series.
For those who have followed Big East
basketball this season, Providence and
Villanova have consistently been on top
of the pack and have proved that they
have the players and team ability to go
head-to-head with some of the toughest
teams in the nation. Coach Ed Cooley
and the Friars made history on Saturday
when they beat Creighton University to
win Providence’s first Big East regular
season championship in program history.
Despite the unprecedented season by
the Friars, Villanova is still a dangerous
team which has the potential to go far in
both the Big East Tournament as well as
the NCAA Tournament in mid-March.
With a stacked lineup of extremely
efficient shooters, including the NBA
prospect Collin Gillespie, it is hard to find
a team in the NCAA that the Wildcats
cannot keep up with.
One of the biggest elements of
tournament play in men’s college
basketball is experience. A team with
age and experience in big-time games is
almost as important as a team’s record in
the current year. Experience is something
that Villanova seldomly lacks, year in and

year out. Fifth-year point guard Gillespie
was last year’s Big East Player of The
Year and has a national championship
under his belt. Fellow fifth-year and
Massachusetts native Jalen Samuels
also has a national championship
ring and has had an outstanding year
defensively. If they can use their age and
depth in the right ways during the Big
East Tournament, it is hard to imagine a
scenario where the Wildcats won’t win it
all.
Head coach Jay Wright has had an
incredible career with Villanova thus far,
and hopes to add to his trophy collection
when he and his team travel to Madison
Square Garden this year. Since his first
year as head coach, he has achieved a
490-189 record (72.2 winning percentage),
including a wildly impressive 30-15
record in the NCAA tournament. He
will without a doubt be inducted into the
College Basketball Hall of Fame by the
end of his career.
Lastly, the Villanova Wildcats have
played out the no. 4-ranked strength of
schedule during the 2021-2022 regular
season, including hard fought battles
against top-ranked opponents such as
PC and Purdue University. It will most
definitely be interesting to see how the
Big East Tournament pans out, but I am
picking the Villanova Wildcats to hoist
the trophy.
-Luke Sweeney ’24
Sports Staff

Individual Friars Set Records at Swim and Dive Big East Championship
by Margaret Maloney ’23
Sports Staff
SWIM AND DIVE
The Providence College Swim and Dive team just
completed their third day of the Big East Swimming
and Diving championship in East Meadow, NY. The
Friars are off to a great start and are ready to take on
the fourth and final day of Big East competition.
On day one, the men’s team set not one, but
three school records, to highlight the first day of
competition. This came from Mcgovern Brown ’24,
Kevin Hood ’23, Ryan Sharp ’25, and finally Will
Layden ’24.
Together this team took fifth place in the 200-yard
medley relay with a school record time of 1:29.64.
Additionally, Justin Viotto ’22, Aidan Hughes ’23,
Nicolas Garrepy ’24, and Alex Beauchene ’25 set
another school record for the men’s program with a
time of 6:44.84 in the 800-yard medley relay.
Viotto led off the opening 200-yard event, setting
a school record of the time 1:38.83.
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Justin Viotto ‘22 claimed a silver medal in the 200-yard butterfly
event.
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PC Swimming & Diving concluded their season at the BIG EAST Championships this past week in New York, finishing fifth.

Then on the women’s side, Sally Alrutz ’23,
Kathryn Presley ’22, Katherine Winklosky ’24, and
Taylor Loud ’23 finished seventh with a time of
1:46.02. Grace Erickson ’25, Abigail Tchoukaleff ’24,
Jennifer Bankes ’22, and Madeline O’Connor ’23
teamed up to finish seventh in the 800-yard freestyle
relay (7:43.13).
On day two, the Friars were equally successful.
Layden received a bronze medal for Providence in
the 50-yard freestyle, where he set another school
record with the time of 20.48.
The Friars featured teams in both the men’s
and women’s 200-yard freestyle relays. Medals are
scheduled to be awarded on Friday, March 4, but
Thursday’s results had Brian Cantin ’23, Brown,
Hughes, and Layden winning the bronze medal
for the men with a third-place finish (1:22.12). The
women’s team, composed of Alrutz, Courtney Reilly
’24, Nicole Boutry ’25 and Loud, placed seventh
(1:35.42).
On the third day of the competition, Hood
finished second in the 100-yard breaststroke to claim

a silver medal and a school record with a time of
54.81.
Sharp took home a bronze medal with a thirdplace finish in the 100-yard butterfly with a school
record time of 49.05.
On the women’s side, Alrutz broke her own
school record twice during both preliminaries and
finals of the 100-yard backstroke. She finished sixth
in the finals with a time of 55.56.
On the fourth and final day of competition, the
Friars achieved success and were ready to come
back to campus with pride. One of the many
achievements on the final day includes Viotto
claiming a silver medal in the 200-yard butterfly.
Layden broke his own school record in the 100yard freestyle to finish sixth with a time of 45.14.
The men’s 400-yard relay team finished fourth,
setting another school record with a time of 3:02.66.
The Providence College Men’s and Women’s Swim
and Dive team should be very proud of their
performance this weekend.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Men’s Basketball:
2/23 vs. Xavier University, won 99-92 (3 OT)
2/26 vs. Creighton University, won 72-51
3/1 at No. 11 Villanova University,

Upcoming:
3/10 Big East Tournament Quarterfinals

Women’s Basketball:
2/20 at St. John’s Univeristy, loaa 68-62 (OT)
2/25 vs. Marquette University, loss 57-51
2/27 at #7 University of Connecticut, loss 88-31

Upcoming:
3/4 Big East Tournament First Round

Men’s Ice Hockey:
2/19 vs. No. 16 University of Massachusetts
Lowell, won 3-2
2/25 vs. University of Maine, won 4-2
2/26 vs. University of Maine, won 3-2 (OT)

Upcoming:
3/4 vs. U.S. NTDP Under-18

Women’s Hockey:
2/19 at Boston University, won 2-1 (OT)
2/25 Hockey East Tournament vs. College of Holy
Cross, won 3-1
2/26 Hockey East Tournament at University of
Vermont, loss 4-1

SPORTS

March 3, 2022

Women’s Hockey Wraps up Season
by Justin Bishop ‘24
Sports Staff
HOCKEY
The Providence College Women’s Hockey team
season has come to an end with a 4–1 loss in the
quarterfinal round of the Hockey East Tournament
to the University of Vermont.
The team had recently beaten the College of
the Holy Cross 3–1 in the opening round of the
tournament, success in part as a result of goals
from captain Caroline Peterson ’22, Ashley Clark
’25, and the empty-netter from KC Brooks ’24.
However, they could not get past the Catamounts
and the Hockey East Scoring Champion, Theresa
Schafzahl, who also tallied two goals in the game.
The bright spot in this game for the Friars was
Lily Hendrikson ’25 scoring the lone goal for
the Friars with less than six minutes to go in
regulation. The team also outshot the Catamounts
32–27 and went 1-1 on the power play.
The Friars ended the season with an overall
record of 16–14–6 and a conference record of
12–12–3 and placed seventh in the conference.
The preseason rankings anticipated Providence
placing second and predicted the team would
compete for the Hockey East title.
With a veteran group such as assistant captain
Hunter Barnett ’22, Haley Lunny ’22GS, and
Peterson, and with young talent like Lindsay
Bochna ’24 and Brooke Becker ’24, the team was
poised to dethrone the reigning champs in the
Northeastern University Huskies.
PC started out on a tear, beating a professional
women’s team, the Boston Pride, in exhibition
and then went on to start the season 3-0-2 beating
then-ranked no. 2 Northeastern 3–0, earning a no.
9 ranking.
Then the team stalled out and went 1-5-2 over
the next eight games. They split wins with most
home-and-home series and could not seem to
keep a win streak going to propel them in the
standings.
The Women’s Hockey team had a head-tohead winning record against two teams in the
conference, 4-0-0 against Holy Cross and 3-0-0
against Merrimack College, where both of those
schools rank no. 9 and no. 10 respectively in
Hockey East.
They struggled on the road going 7-9-3 when
away from Schneider Arena along with an 8-14-5
record when not leading after the second period.
Paired with a middle of the pack special teams’
units, powerplay and penalty kill, the team relied
heavily on scoring first.
The team was riding a 6-1-1 record into the
playoffs after taking down Merrimack twice,
Holy Cross twice, splitting with the University
of Connecticut, and going 1-0-1 against Boston
University.
The reason was not because of goaltending, as
both Sandra Abstreiter ’22, an assistant captain,
and Mireille Kingsley ’24 did their jobs soundly.
Abstreiter was the starter and played 27 games
while posting a 1.73 GAA and a .945 SV percent
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Sandra Abstreiter ‘22 was key for the Friars this season and
awarded February’s Hockey East Goaltender of the Month.

along with three shutouts, making her a semifinalist for Goaltender of the Year and a Hockey
East All-Star goaltender.
Kingsley also had a season to remember as she
played in nine games and put up a 1.65 GAA and
a .939 SV percent and was the Hockey East Goalie
of the Week twice, the week of Nov. 14 and the
week of Dec. 5.
Amongst other nominations and awards,
Sara Hjalmarsson ’22 was named to the Swedish
Olympic Hockey team where they finished in 8th
place.
Providence’s associate head coach Ali
Domenico was chosen to be an assistant for the
Canadian Olympic Hockey team where they
edged the U.S.A 3-2 to win Gold.
The PC Women’s Hockey team will look to
rebound next year with a lot of the younger
players taking this year to learn from the older
girls.
Seeing names like Barnett, Abstreiter, Peterson,
and Lunny depart at the end of this year will
have head coach Matt Kelly searching for his next
leaders. It seems he has already found his next
goalie in Kingsley, but he will have to look for his
next top scorers.
Bochna was the second leading scorer on the
team as a sophomore, scoring 19 points, nine
goals, and 10 assists, and the next closest nonsenior was fellow sophomore Brooke Becker as
the defenseman with 12 points, two goals, and 10
assists.
Other than Becker and Bochna, the rest of
the team will have to step up if the Friars want
to stay relevant in a jam-packed Hockey East
conference that houses two top-10 teams in no. 3
Northeastern and no. 10 Vermont.

Lacrosse:
2/19 at Siena College, won 13-8
2/25 vs. Saint Joseph’s University, loss 15-8

Upcoming:
3/5 vs. Brown University
3/8 vs. Sacred Heart University
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Caroline Peterson ‘22 was the top scorer for PC Women’s Hockey this season, tallying 11 goals. The senior captain also converted her
shots at the highest rate among regular starters, and also provided six assists for the Friars.

